Reservation Cards Must Be Filed
Reservation cards for the 1960 Summer Term
and first semester 1960-61 are now available at
the Dormitory Office. All students planning to
re-enter for either or both of these periods are requested to complete their reservations immediately.
K. N. Vickery, registrar says that these cards have
no direct connection with reserving dormitory
rooms and should he filled out by dormitory and
non-dormitory students alike.
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General Mark Clark Will Speak
At Graduation Ceremonies June 5
General Mark Clark, U. S. Army commander and president of
The Citadel, will speak at the
graduation ceremonies June 5 in
the College amphitheatre.
Author of two books, "Calculated Risk" and "From the Danube to the Yalu", General Clark
will also receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters.
Cemson will also grant honorary degrees to three outstanding
leaders in science and industry.
Recipients are George N. Constan chief technical program coordinator, Development Operations Division, Army Ballistic
Missile Agency.
John W. Davis, assistant vice
president, Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co. and
William J. Erwin, president of
Dan River Mills, Inc. will also
be honored.
General Clark was commissioned a second lieutenant in the in-

fantry following graduation from
the XJ. S. Military Academy at
West Point in 1917.
Assigned to First American Army staff headquarters in _ World
War I he served as battalion commander, participating in the St.
Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne offensives. He later served with Third
Army in Belgium and Germany.
During World War H he was
commanding general of the
Second Corps and later commanding general of the Fifth
Army, the first American army
to see action in the European
Theater of Operations.
General Clark later commanded the 15th Army Group, which
comprised all the allied fighting
forces in Italy during 1944-45.
He was commander-in-chief of
TJ. S. occupation forces in Austria,
the U. S. member of the Allied
Commission for Austria and for a
time served as the supreme administrative authority in that

country.
The general relinquished posts
held in 1953 in the Far East and
Ryukyu Islands to retire to the
United States at his own request.
Only a few months later on March
19, 1954, he accepted the presidency of The Citadel.
He is the recipient of many
military decorations, including
the Distisguished Service Cross,
Distinguished Service Medal
with two oak leaf clusters, Distinguished
Service
Medal
(Navy),
Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star Medal, Victory
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To Speak

Board Of Visitors
To End Tour Today
Clemson Board of Visitors are inspecting all phases
of college operations during an official visitation this
week president R. C. Edwards announced.
Tours include school of agriculture, water plant,
stadium, field house and YMCA on Wednesday afternoon. Preceding this first qampus ride was their attending the Honors Days program in the College Chapel.
They also inspected the library.
graduate school, student health
service, schools of arts and sciences and textiles on Thursday.
This morning's tours will include
schools of architecture and engineering.
The Board was guest of the student leaders in the student dining
room yesterday and of the administration at dinner at the
Clemson House.
Following luncheon in the
Clemson House the board organized and elected a secretary
and hold-over member for 1961
Wednesday. Tours began immediately following this meeting.
Members of the Board, headed
by hold-over member Richard E.
Tukey, executive vice-president of
the Spartanburg Chamber of Commerce, are E. H. O'Keefe, Costal
Natural Gas Co., Walterboro.
Also Joseph P. Riley, real estate and
insurance
broker,
Charleston, from district one;
Norman Smith, Smith Fertilizer
and Gin Co., Williston; and Robert B. Fickling, Fickling Farms,
Blackville.
Others
include
Horace
Holmes, agriculturalist, Johnston, of district two; James C.
Self, president of Greenwood
Mills and Howard Burns, attorney,
of
Grenwood district
three.
Also Donald
E. Huntington,
Spartan Grain and Mill Co., Spartanburg and R. S. Small, president of Woodside Mills, Greenville, district four; W. K. Stringfellow, J. P. Stevens and Co.,
Rock Hill; C. B. Mitchell, Mitchell -Insurance Agency, Bethune,

GEN. MARK CLARK

James F. Byrnes Gives
Collection To Clemson
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"Hey Days" was officially begun early Wednesday
morning and continued
throughout Thursday. This
program was the first of
it's nature to be held on
the Clemson campus in an
attempt to revive the unusual spirit of friendliness
which had long been associated with Clemson.
Name tags were distributed to
students and faculty to be worn,
during the two day event. The
theme of friendliness was further
carried out on each card with a
picture of a Clemson Tiger extending his hand. Tables for card
distribution
were located in
buildings on campus.
Members of various student
organizations manned these
tables in the Library, Main
Building, Long Hall, Plant and
Animal Science Building, Civil
Engineering Building, Architecture Building and on the
Loggia.
Also, Textile building, Earle
Hall, Hardin Hall, Post Office,
Y.M.C.A. and Chemistry building were included in places for
name tag tables.
A program of musical entertainment, sponsored by Mu Beta
Psi, was planned for last evening
in the amphitheatre. Following
the concert, the "Y" Cabinet
entertained students and faculty at a drop-in in the Y.M.C.A.
The Board of Visitors of the
College were on campus Wednesday and participated in the
first "Hey Days" program.
Many parents of students were
also on campus for Honor's
Day, and they participated in
(Continued on Page 6)

Clemsan's first "Hey Days" was kicked off Wednesday
morning by the pinning of a "Hey my name is
, what
is yours" name tag on President Edwards by Carl Lawrimore, student spokesman for the Hey Day Committee. "Hey
Days" lasted through Thursday was Students, Administration and faculty plus many visitors participating in the activities. (Tiger Photo by Alex McCormack)

Readability And Interest
Goals Of Next Year's Tiger
By BECKY EPTING
Co-News Editor
The Tiger Senior Staff elected
Phil Crotwell as Editor for the
1960-61 school year. The annual
elections for the new Senior Staff
were held Sunday afternoon during a four hour session, at which
time nine other positions were
also filled.
Phil, an electrical engineering
junior from Liberty, has served
as Business Manager of The Tiger
this year. This is Phil's third
year on the staff.
"We, that is, the newly elected senior staff, will do our best
to publish an informing, yet interesting newspaper next year.
Beginning with today's Tiger we
are preparing to employ new ideas
in layout and copy to accomplish
this," said Phil.
Moving from Sports Editor toManaging Editor is Bob Burns.
Bob, a mechanical engineering
junior of Columbia, is serving his
third year on the staff.
Associate Editor for next year

Honors Day Awards Given
For Academic Excellence

Dr. Edwards. In his short ad- spectively."
Highlighting the program was
dress of ■ welcome Dr. Edwards
briefly explained the. awarding the bestowal of the Algernon
of the R. F. Poole Alumni Schol- Sydney Sullivan Award to Larry
Russel Edwards of Landrum, and
arship.
"In the Spring of 1958, our Charlie Clifton Bennett of Clem
faculty started a movement to son.
This award is given each year
establish a college-wide acato two people who possess "such
demic scholarship program.
Following the death of our characteristics of heart, mind
beloved President, Dr. Robert and conduct as evince a spirit
Franklin Poole, they named of love for and helpfulness to
the program in his honor. In other men and women."
June of that year, our alumni
Larry, a vocational agriculJoined in this scholarship imtural education senior, is the
provement effort.
student chaplain. He was chosLast September the first three en for the award: on the basis
freshman recipients entered of his integrity, dependability,
Clemson. They are: Reginald A. and sincereity in working with
Inman, Whitmire; Jay O. Phil- his fellow students.
lips, Darlington; and WashingMr. Bennett, who graduated
ton P. Timmerman HI, Harts- from Clemson in 1927, is still active here as a Botany assistant.
Mrs. William Dixon Bamett, a i Edgar was Cadet Colonel under ville.
Additional awards have been In presenting his award, Dean
supporter of Clemson athletics for the Military system at Clemson.
many years, has been selected
When the Presbyterian Syno- made this year to Robert W. Kinard gave him special recogClemson's 1960 Mother of the dical of South Carolina began a Hotinger, Jr., Columbia; James nition for his many years of welYear.
program to raise money to build E. Youngblood, Jr., Columbia; fare work.
Honor students, those receivThe Mother of the Year Award a church for Presbyterian stu- and John W. McGee, Timmonsis presented annually by the TIG- dents at Clemson, Mrs. Barnett ville, as the highest ranking sop- ing highest honors, (grade-point
homore, junior, and senior re(Continued on Page 6)
ER Brotherood to an outstanding
(Continued on Page 4-B)
mother of someone connected with
Clemson. Selection is based on
biographical sketches submitted
by a student.
Mrs. Barnett, tte f*ma NeIlie Caughman, is a native of
South Carolina, residing in Columbia for the past sixty years.
Her husband, the late W. D.
Barnett, was a former member
of the Board of Trustees.
Her help has extended particularly to the athletic program
having given assistance to IPTAY
since her husband's death. Frank
Howard labeled her at the Richland County IPTAY meeting as
'Grandmother of IPTAY."
When asked by Jess Neely,
former head coach, how long
she had been supporting Clemson athletics, she humourously
answered "since a touchdown
counted five and a fieldgoal
counted four".
W. D. Barnett, was a graduate
of the class of 1910, as well as
being a charter member of
Iptay and president of the alumni
association.
Mrs. Barnett's brother, E. Porter Caughman, was a graduate of
Clemson in 1908, since acting as
president of the alumni association.
Other relatives who have at one
time been associated with the College are: a nephew, James B. Dean of Student Affairs Walter Cox stands between Charlie Bennett (I.) and Larry EdCaughman, class of 1926 and a wards (r.), recipients of the coveted Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards, the highest
son-in-law, Edgar L. Morris, class honor that the college can bestow up on non-student (Mr. Bennett) and a senior (Larry Edof 1936, James has been president wards). These were only two of the many awards that were presented at Honors Day
of the Alumni association, while Wednesday.' (Tiger Photo by Alex McCormack)
By ANITA THURSTON
Tiger News Writer
"Honors Day is, as it should
be, one of the outstanding days
in the academic calender," stated Dr. R. C. Edwards in his welcoming address opening the annual Honors Day Program Wednesday morning in the College
Chapel.
After the invocation by Rev.
M. O. James, Dr. H. H. Wilson,
chairman of the Honors and
Awards Committee, introduced

Tiger Brotherhood Selects
Mrs. Barnett Mother Of Year

Medal with three stars and
district five.
Also John M. Holliday, tobacco many other honors from forand banking, Galivants Ferry and eign governments.
Givens Young of T. B. Young and Mr. Constan will receive the
Co., Florence, representing dis- Doctor of Science degree as a
(Continued on Page 6)
trict six.

Honorable James P. Byrnes,
former governor of South Carolina, has announced that the papers and souvenirs of his career
will be left to the permanent custody of Clemson.
This collection of Byrnes' papers depicts his long life as justice of the U. S. Supreme Court,
U. S. Secretary of State and U. S.
Congressman and Senator.
The former governor's decision to
leave his
papers to
Clemson was prompted by a
resolution adopted unanimously
by the Clemson College Board
at its last meeting.
The resolution urged Byrnes, a
life member trustee of Clemson
since 1941, to consider having his
papers permanently preserved at
Clemson.
"It is with the greatest of conficence in the future of Clemson
College that I leave my collections of a lifetime to that institution," he said.
Included among his papers are
the original manuscripts of his
two books, "Speaking Frankly"
and "All in One Lifetime."
Two
stipulations
accom-

Everyone Gets Into The Act

panied Byrnes' agreement to
place his papers in the permanent custody of Clemson.
One, that they be retained in
his possession for the remainder of his life and two, that
they be adequately housed and
constantly available to students,
interested persons and historians.
Some of his notes will require
shorthand knowledge for interpretation. As a boy he was taught
shorthand by his mother. The art
was never forgotten and used extensively in his political works.
Among his souvenirs is a gold
sword given to U. S. Secretary
of State Byrnes by His Royal
Highness Amir Saud, Crown
Prince of
Saudi Arabia. The
swords history, dating back to
941 A. D., is told on the blade.
The collections also include
pictures personally autographed
to Byrnes by Presidents Franklin Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, King Edward of England,
Sir Winston Churchhill, Premier
Stalin, and General Chiang KaiShek.
(Continued on Page 4-B)

Recipients Of Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards

will be Herbert Rowland, an
industrial management junior
from St. Mary's, Ga. Herbert
worked on features staff this
year and has previously served on copy staff, this being his
second year on The Tiger.
Becky Epting and John Long
will serve in the position of CoNews Editors. An arts and sciences sophomore from Clemson,
Becky has been on The Tiger
news staff for two years.
Also an arts and sciences sophomore, John is from Saluda. This
is his second year on the news
staff. Becky and John have served as Co-Assistant News Editors
this year.
The creation of a new position
was made by dropping the position of regular columnist and adding a Features Editor. Fred Bishop from Beaufort was elected
to serve in this capacity. An industrial management junior, Fred
has been on the features staff for
two years.
Sports staff will be headed by
Jim Stepp, an electrical engineering junior of Greer. He has
been on The Tiger staff for two
years, acting as Assistant
Sports Editor this year.
Handling the business side of
The Tiger for next year will be
Carroll Dantzler, new Business
Manager. An electrical engineering junior of Holly Hill, Carroll
has been serving the staff this
year as Assistant Business Manager.
The managers of Advertising
and Circulation for this year
change their respective positions
for the new school year. Dave
Jeter will be in charge of circulation, acting as Circulation Manager. Dave, an industrial engineering senior of Waynesville,
N. C. has been on the staff for
three years.
Ronnie Slice, an electrical engineering junior of Columbia, has
served on The Tiger staff for three
years. This year he occupied the
position of Circulation Manager,
becoming Advertising Manager
next year.
The position of Ofice Manager will be filled by Jim
Youngblood, an arts and sciences
junior from Columbia. This is
Jim's third year on the staff,
having previously served in the
position of News Editor.
This issue is the first one the
new Senior Staff has . been in
charge of putting out. They have
been assisted by the old Senior
Staff this week but will be on their
own for the next issue.
Alternating columnists and Assistant Business Manager will be
elected by the new Senior Staff
early in the fall. The persons
elected to these positions will
(Continued on Page 3)

Senior Day Sees
Slight Injuries
Dr. Judd Hair, director of the
infirmary, stated that there were
exceptionally few injuries to seniors as a result of Senior Day
activities last week.
A case of mild concussion was
the worse accident during the 24hour period of senior activities.
He chuckled as he began enumerating the various other minor
injuries, obviously recollecting the
excitement created at the infirmary due to the humorous events
surrounding this concussion.
He said that he was not on
duty the night of Senior Day adding
the words, "Thank Goodness"., but that the night passed quietly anyway.
Among the various seniors admitted, four had bruises, one had
a laceration received from the
greased pole climbing, one had
a laceration, and a couple of
students had sprained ankles.
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Do Fraternities Mean An End To
Traditions, Beginning Of New Era?

Tiger Policy Remains Unchanged For New Year;
Primary Purpose To Increase Student Interest
As in the past the first editorial is
devoted to the policies and purposes of
the paper in general, and to those of the
editor. They will be essentially the
same as those of the past editors and
their staffs.
The primary purpose will be to edit
a more readable and interesting TIGER
dedicated to the students best interest.
More student participation will create
more interest in the controversial issues
that will arise in the forthcoming semesters. Your ideas and opinions will
be presented to the rest of the student
body through various means starting
next week.
The policy of running all appropriate Letters to Tom will be continued
and voice of the students will be encouraged. However, all such letters
must be signed. At any time a Letter
to Tom is not run immediately, its author will be informed as to when it will
be run or the reason why it cannot be
run.

The editor's note following a Letter
to Tom will be used only to correct any
erroneous fact and then only after careful thought. This is to prevent any
member of the student body for being
misled by incorrect information.
No personal restraint will be placed
on the columnist. The opinions they express will be their own and will not
comform to any opinions set by the editor, administration, nor any other form
of authority.
Contrary to the opinion of some
students, The Tiger will present both
sides of any controversial issue. The
facts will be presented in the news
stories and opinions drawn from these
facts given in the columns and editorials. Criticism will be given where it
is needed, but at all times is will be
presented in a constructive manner. No
one will criticize for the sake of it and
a feasible solution to the problem will
be given.

Loggia Loungers Give Poor Impression To Those
Visiting Clemson On Dance Weekends
We do not like to start this, the first
editorial, criticising but the following
topics deserve any and all criticism they
get.
The loggia, as a common meeting
place for all the "troops" not dating for
the dance weekend, should cease to exist
for this purpose. Nothing is more annoying than a pack of goggle-eyed,
loose-mouthed clods approving or disapproving the dates of fellow Clemson
Men. Also the dress of these so-called
Clemson Men is typical of their behavior.

The canteen is another sore sight to
show anyone's date. We are not advocating not using this facility during
dances but the students going to the
canteen should dress in a manner suitable to that of a Country Gentleman.
If we, the Clemson students, are to
retain this title of Country Gentlemen,
we must act the part. This rules out the
loggia loungers and canteen beatniks
on not only dance weekends but at any
time when visitors might observe our
actions.

Shrubbery Planted To Beautify Campus; Thief
Destroys Character Of Student Body
Recently the campus was beautified
when quite a few plants were set out
at numerous places. Riggs Hall was one
such point. Since these plants were
first set out, they have been replanted
and moved several times because student fail to realize that they are not to
be walked over. Are the few steps saved by taking the short-cut worth the
effort needed to walk through or over
them.
The purpose of these plants is twofold. First, they beautify and secondly,
they keep the students from walking
across the lawn, small as it is. For a
time the plants were trampled, then
they were replanted thicker than before,
but this was to no avail. Then as a third
resort, a heavy layer of fertilzer was
applied but the results showed quite a
few students still using the pathway
over the shrubbery. When all else failed, a small road-block was erected.
Couldn't these students realize that

shrubs were not placed there to be
trampled under their feet? Did they
not get the first two hints that the plants
were not to be trodden down? No one,
but no one could have failed to get the
third message. Still the short-cut was
used. WHY? The time saved was not
that great. In the future let's all use a
little common sense in taking care of our
campus.
Recently quite a bit of stealing has
taken place in the dormitory and in
other places on campus. Anyone who
would steal from a fellow student has
no place in our student body. He is the
lowest form of person existing today in
our opinion.
A student of this character when
caught should receive no mercy whatsoever. He should never be allowed on
this or any other campus. He has destroyed the faith of his fellow students
in each other by flooding their minds
with doubt and suspicion.

Final Week's Quizzes Detrimental To Studies "*
With semester finals Just two weeks
off, most professors will be planning
that final quiz or thinking about possibly working in two more before the
final exam. For the benefit of the student no quiz should be given the same
week that exams start or even for the
entire week preceding them.
With term papers, lab reports, book
reports, etc. to be turned in before the
final, students just don't have time to
adequately prepare for the test and consequently their final grade suffers.
This time could be used to the students
advantage to review material already
covered.
Granted that many will not use
this time to any academic advantage,

The
"He Roars For

but even if some did, it would be time
well spent. The time and trouble required of the professors themselves
would be eliminated. This would help
the student because the instructor would
have more time to answer questions
that arise in preparing for a final.

AND WHAT

PROOF DO YOU HAVE TO STANO BY

One Man's Opinion

Criticism Should Be Helpful,
Taken In Positive Manner
BY FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
This has been a year of controversy, criticism, and
changes. Some praise has been
given, but not enough. The administration as well as the students are beginning to realize
the impact of the problems
which arise from a quickly expanding college.
There is but one way that all
the problems will be solved,
and that is through sincere cooperation on the part of everyone involved in what we call
Clemson — alumni, students,
faculty, and administration.
At times I may criticize or
praise any one of these. At
times I may be wrong in doing
so, but that is because I am, as
you, only one person and,
therefore, this column is but
one man's opinion.
I am always open to criticism. All criticism should be
constructive and taken in a
positive manner. Criticism such
as this is evaluation and that
we do all day long.
I will try to present the
truth, but, as always, truth
should be tempered with tolerance. We are all imperfect beings, therefore, I will not attempt to judge my fellow man
and, likewise, I expect others
not to judge me—evaluation,
yes; judgment, no.
I shall attempt to present the
grievances of the students, but
only when they show just
cause.
In writing a column, I could
never hope to please everyone

who read it and because of this
Now turning to another
I will have to use my own dis- point, I would like to discuss
cretion as to what is worthy of something in which I have becomment.
lieved for some time.
During the life of this colIn general, we have a good
umn, I may present things that faculty and student body. We
cannot be proved by fact, but have professors and administhen some things seem to be trators who are sincere and
obvious.
work with a conscientious efIn a few weeks, Seniors will fort to teach their students.
be graduating. They go into life Also, we have students who are
as well-prepared as Clemson mature, and honest. If this
could prepare them. Clemson were not the case then some
should give to them an educa- Clemson merchants would be
tion, which has enlightened bankrupt by now.
them spiritually, socially and
Many professors recognize
scholastically.
that the student body is sinIt is during a student's col- cere and likewise many stulege years that he bridges the dents believe our professors
gap from childhood to adult- are excellently qualified.
hood. These are the most imBut to use the standard
portant years of a person's life, question, does a rotten apple
because to succeed in life the spoil the whole barrel?
college must prepare him and
No, not necessarily. It is only
only during four short years that we overemphasize the
does a person have the chance faults of a few, but then why
to mature through learning.
shouldn't we?
The beliefs we form now will
This much can be said, we
long be with us and if they are must not let the excuse that all
sincere they will have a bene- colleges have this problem lead
ficial effect on those who meet us into indifference and prous (provided that they are not crastination.
sincere hypocrisy.)
A professor is teaching a
To this year's seniors Clem- mind which is forming new
son offers its last few hurried attitudes and because of the
bits of advice and sends them influence held by these men
off with the hopes that they we should be very careful not
will find it worthy to say "I to accept mediocrity. With sufam a Clemson Man."
ficient salaries we will not
To those of us who remain have mediocrity in the faculty
and the many more to come, it and then none in the student
is our responsibility to see that body.
the term "the Clemson Man"
To all those seniors who are
is not an image which contra- graduating,
congratulations
dicts reality, but rather to and good luck! To those who
make it a living standard.
didn't, better luck next time!

Talk Of The Town

Complete Education Includes
Development Of Skill, Ability

Speaking of finals, let's all show a
little more consideration for each other
during the next few trying days by
BY PEB BOWIE
we cannot expect to advance
We, as students, have come our education. Still laziness
observing the rules governing quiet
hours on the halls. To the students that to Clemson College for definite, and unconcern are factors
yet varying purposes. The main which the individual in his own
either don't take finals or fail to have purpose, however, should be a quest for education must conone on the following day, take pity on sincere desire for an increased quer. Therefore let's think
the rest of the student body and refrain and effective education. But along a more universal line.
how many of us really know the
A more predominant contenfrom creating disturbing and distracting ingredients that go into mak- tion on this campus, and I supfun while others less fortunate than you ing up such an education?
pose all campuses, is the belief
are cramming.
The Thorndike Barnhart that too many outside, or extra
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Dictionary defines education as
being, "the development in
knowledge, skill, ability, or
character by teaching, training, study, or experience."
Looking at this definition we
can see just how vast the word
and its meaning are. Yet for
our purposes wouldn't it be
wonderful if we could take this
word, education, and use it,
saying that we had developed
our knowledge, skill, ability,
and character along lines sure
to aid us in our lives to come;
and that this education had
come from the earnest teaching, training, study, and experience given us here at Clemson.
But we can never use the
word education in such a positive sense as long as many of
the deteriorating hindrances
in our education continue to
' exist.
And the real disheartening
factor in these hindrances lies
in the fact that most of them
are due to our own human fallacies. What greater hindrances
could affect our development
than a lazy or non-concerning
attitude towards the subject?
Regardless of the degree of
teaching and training exerted
on us, if we have such attitudes

curricular, activities are hindering the individual. These
outside activities are considered very distracting and detrimental to the student in his
search for an education. Yet
this seems an absurdity!
The dictionary has just defined education for us. And
clearly part of education is developing skill, as well as character. We as students cannot
graduate from a college such
as Clemson and say that we
have received an education, if
we have not been able to go
through the teaching and
training programs and still develop the skill to handle the
outside tasks we encounter.
In fact what better way is
there for an individual to develop character than through
the extra-curricular activities
offered to him at college? And
our education cannot possibly
be a full, well-rounded one if
we have not acquired a stronger and more amiable character
So lets not consider outside
activities as such a great hindrance to our education, even
though some -would de-emphasize extra-curricular activities,
and emphasize purely scholastic marks—which brings up our
last hindrance.
As we all know, the grading

system can be revised and revised and still it would not be
efficient in determining the
education a person has received. It's not the system of grading that hinders our education,
it is the emphasis placed on
this system. How can anyone
look at a student's grade point
ratio and determine that said
student has received a better
education than his fellow students?
Can we look at this student's
grades and determine that he
has developed more knowledge,
skill, ability and character
than another with lower
marks? How much of the
teaching and training offered
here at Clemson will we actually be able to use in the years
to come?
Yet the grades we receive on
all these courses will determine what job offers we receive
as graduates, whether or not
we will be allowed to take
graduate courses, and leave for
all a record to be referred to
in years to come, showing the
evaluation of our education at
Clemson College.
We receive some type of education each day of our lives.
But where can this education
be more enjoyable and profitable than at college? We, as
students, should do all that is
in our power to develop the
greatest amount of knowledge,
skill, ability, and character,
recognizing and overcoming
the hindrances that would
hold us back. Then surely we
could say, "Ours is an education certain to help us in our
lives to come."

By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
First times are always the hardest, so the saying
goes. If this is true, and this writer has no reason to
think that it is not, this column will never be finished. Nevertheless, one must make a beginning sometime so here goes an initial effort.
Almost a year ago, the Clemson College Board of
Trustees passed a resolution that allowed social fraternities to be formed on our campus. Since that
time, seven local, social Greek letter fraternities have
come into existence. Each is actually on a trial
basis, and is being judged to determine whether or
not fraternities will be a help or hindrance to Clemson.
Some say that fraternities are all that we need
to destroy the last vestiges of the "old" Clemson, and
thus ruin everything that Clemson has always stood
for. These people say that fraternities will destroy
school spirit and create cliques that recognize only
their own interests. They say that the fraternity will
take the place of allegiance in the student's mind; not
the school.
In essence, these non-fraternity proponents say
that Clemson will be better off without fraternities.
They say that it has existed 'lo these many years
without them, and can continue to do so. Maybe
Clemson can continue to exist without fraternities,
but do we want our school to merely exist? In order
for Clemson to be a recognized leader in all ways,
social fraternities are a necessity.
The reader asks, "Why fraternities?" In answer,
this writer would like to quote the following commentary on the subject by R. D. Lynn from the December 1949 issue of the Shield and Diamond (Pi
Kappa Alpha).
Fraternities are nfecessary:
"Because
Colleges are designed to train the mind—but students must develop socially, physically, morally and
spiritually at the same time they are preparing for
their vocations. The college curriculum leaves a
vacuum.
"Because
Man by nature is a social being and desires to
belong to an intimate 'in group,' to have a sense of
belonging. Frequently a student has left the shelter
of his family for the first time. Loneliness can be
just as depressing in a crowd of four thousand.
"Because
Man wants the intimate companionship of certain of his fellowmen who have or desire to have the
same tastes, standards, ideals and aspirations. He
cannot have the intimate friendship of four thousand
students.
"Because
Man has the inalienable right to select his intimate friends and there is not intimate friendship
where it is not completely mutual. So, too, 'a group
has the right to perpetuate itself by selecting future
members in such manner as it desires. Selection of
new friends is a demonstration of taste, not of superiority.
"Because
Man is stimulated by ideals which help him to
reach above the mundane, and group action is a further aid to his achievement.
"Because
Man is prepared better for life in his community
and society by the socializing effect of intimate group
living, responsibility and interaction.
"Because
The laws are written by the students and can be
changed by the students. Members can abide by the
rules, bring about a change in the rules if a majority
thinks likewise, or separate themselves and form another fraternity based on their concepts.
"Because
Those who have tasted the fellowship offered desire to extend its benefits to like-minded students of
other schools and beyond their college years.
"Because.
Our fraternity system was not foisted upon our
schools but evolved to satisfy a social need.
"Because
•
'It establishes friendship on a firmer and more
lasting basis.'"
Ten years ago the above mentioned reasons for
social fraternities would have held little, if any,
water in favor of such organizations on this campus.
At that time, the number of students at Clemson was
only about one-half the present number, and the military system held students together with a common
interest.
No longer does such a situation exist. Clemson
has almost four thousand students, and is growing
larger at a rapid rate. As the quoted commentary
states, it is impossible to know four thousand people
intimately, yet a student needs to belong to a group.
Social fraternities are the answer to this need, and
we have the beginnings in our hands.
The organization of these groups on our campus
is certainly to be commended. Splendid cooperation
from the administration has enabled the seven fraternities to make amazing progress in a very short
time. The present local fraternities may well be the
forerunners of nationals, if they prove themselves an
asset to the school.
Therefore, let's not see so many groups that call
themselves fraternities spring up that all are weak,
and no one group is strong enough to be of any good.
Many schools with a larger enrollment than Clemson
have fewer fraternities, and these are strong fraternities working for the good of the school.
Consider these points well, for this is the time
of trial. One bad group can spoil the entire lot, and
non-support or uncouth remarks on the part of a few
students can easily provide a wrong impression on
the part of outside observers. Only time can determine the success or failure of fraternities; so let's
all get behind them and give them a fair chance. The
Clemson of the future needs social fraternities!
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Origins Of Commencement Provide ™0FESS0R
Fascinating History Of Exercises
The term commencement is usu- ruary and students desiring to some students were asking if comally used to denote the end of participate in an exercise are per mencement exercises could be
session ceremonies at which de- mitted to receive their degrees added for February graduates,
grees are conferred, while mid- awarded for the year are carried but it seems that it is not the
year and summer exercises are in the June Commencement Pro- common practice to do so. Many
problems would be encountered
simply referred to as graduation gram.
' exercises. The custom originated It was also noticed recently that along which would be cost.
in the medieval universities and is
said to have been transplanted to
Disc Din
this country by Harvard College
from Cambridge University.
In colonial days commencement
exercises were held in the fall and
the graduate was required to deliver an address before receiving
his degree. The practice today is
to hold these exercises in May or
By HERBERT ROWLAND
June and substitute a commenceTiger Associate Editor
ment address for addresses by
candidates although one or more
Spring has really brought out a bumper crop of new
outstanding members of the gradrecords.
Most of these are above the average while
uating class may be designated
as commencement speakers.
some, as usual, fall so far out the bottom that we'll
The first commencement ex- never hear any more about them. Among the juicy
ercises were held at Clemson little items we have on tap for this dance weekend are
beginning December 13, 1896.
The four-day program began on albums by the Kingston Trio, Andre Previn, June
Sunday with the commencement Christy and Lloyd Price, plus an interesting album of
sermon and ended on Wednes- macabre sounds.
day with the delivery of diploSold Out (Capitol) is the title of the Kingston
mas. According to the catalog
of that year the program was Trio's latest album, and that is exactly the situation
as follows:
that this writer found before finally procuring a copy.
Sunday, December 13, 11 am., Such interesting songs as "Carrier Pigeon," "With Her
Commencement Sermon, Chancellor W. E. Boggs, D.D., University Head Tucked Underneath Her Arm," and "Don't Cry
of Georgia; 8 p.m., Annual Ad- Katie" are included herein- plus the usual antics of the
dress before the YMCA, President Trio. Much like the rest of their albums, but still
E. B. Craighead.
worth owning.
Monday, December 14, Military
Trio Jazz—King Size! (Contemporary) in Andre
Drill and Athletics, 8 p.m., En' tertainment by College Glee dub. Previn's most recent addition to the modern jazz world.
Tuesday, December 15, 11 am., His interpretations of such standards as "I'll RememAnnual Address before the Liter- ber April" and "It Could Happen to You" make them
ary Societies, Dr. William
B.
seem almost new, even though the originals are quite
Smith, Tulane University.
. Wednesday, December 16, 10 all right. This is light jazz, pleasant to listen to, and
ajn., Graduating Orations and easy to understand. Mr. Previn is one of the most ac, Delivery of Diplomas.
complished jazz pianists in the field, and is steadily
The second annual commenceimproving.
This is not his only calling, though. He
ment was held on February 6, 7,
8, 9, 1898, and was also a four- does quite a bit of arranging for movies and shows when
day exercise. In 1898-1899, how- not on the stage. A versatile entertainer to say the
ever, school opened in Septemleast.
ber, 1898, and the third annual
commencement was held beBallads for Night People (Capitol) features June
ginning June 14, 1899. This
Christy
in one of her more intimate moods. "Bewitchcollege calendar has since become, conventional and con- ed" and "Don't Get Around Much Anymore" are two
tinues to this day.
songs from the album that will best describe how the
In the late thirties while the listener will feel when he gets through the twelve
college retained the plan of an- songs included. The sound here is very individual,
nual commencements, degrees
were conferred at the close of directed right at you, and the material contained adds
each semester and summer term. nicely to the haunting atmosphere that is rapidly
There were also special occasions, created. This album was just made for house partysuch as building dedications
when honorary degrees were con- type gatherings; so hop over to your closest record
ferred. For example, the 1941- shop and pick up a copy before tonight!
1945 catalog indicates that de'Mr. Personality' Sings the Blues (ABC Paramount)
grees were conferred in 1942 in
February, May, July, August, puts a rock and roll singer in the blue spotlight, nameSeptember and October.
ly Lloyd Price. Actually, this is not a bad album of
The practice of graduating ex- blues songs. "Please Send Me Somebody to Love" is
ercises at times other than the
about the best band on the album, with many others
annual commencement did not become a reality until 1947 when being standouts in the field. Price is one of the better
the enrollment of veterans great- entertainers in the rock and roll world, in other words
ly exceeded that of non-veterans he can sing, and this album proves it beyond a doubt.
were also concerned with the
dress of graduation. Prior to the
Panic, The Son of Shock (ABC Paramount) is an
war graduates wore the cadet album not recommended for the weak of heart. A foluniform but the non-veterans
after the war did not wear the low-up to the album Shock by the same Creed Taylor
uniform and in 1947 caps and Orchestra, the son outdoes the father, even though the
gown* were worn by all candi- old man was a real terror. The audio effects are
dates.
startling, especially in stereo. One exampe, an autoThe first caps and gowns were
rented by the Registrar's Office mobile races a train to the crossing. Who wins? I'll
from a firm in Atlanta who not tell; listen and see if you can decide.
brought the costumes to the
This album is an excellent conversation piece for
campus in automobile on Sunday and remained until well af- a party that is dragging. Either it will get everyone in
ter mid-night before reclaiming the mood for being sociable, or will scare the daylights
the costumes and returning to out of them so bad that they will want to leave. This
Atlanta.
In 1956 the College decided that is especially effective in an unlighted or dimly lighted
with the abolition of the cadet room.
corps and in keeping with the
practices at many other civilian
type institutions, that steps be
taken to work toward a formal
. Commencement Program to be
held in June and that mid-year
and Aug. formal graduation exercises be eliminated effective
with the 1956-57 session and the
1957 summer session.
' Under the present plan degrees
are conferred in August and Feb-
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I GUESS FIGURES CAN BE
REPRESENTED IN ANY
SHAPE OR FORM !

Spring Brings Many
Recordings Of Note

Robert Clark, Past Tiger Associate
Editor, Participates In Many Activities
****•**•*•***•••*•*

Campus Character

By ZALIN B. GRANT
Tiger Feature Writer
A gentleman and a scholar aptly describes Robert
N. Clark, one of Clemson's most outstanding graduating seniors. Bob, as he is known on the campus, hails
from North Charleston and completes his four years
here next month with a double major in English and
mathematics.
A recipient of the coveted Am- should check on the possibilities of
erican Legion Award, Bob has securing aid for graduate study.

Do you think that any disdemonstrated throughout his entire college career a desire to ciplinary action or censure
help in any way to improve should be meted out to seniors
Clemson. His extra-curricular ac- for their participation, in some
tivities speak well for this desire. instances, during Senior Day?
He is president of the Sigma "An emphatic no because SenTau Epsilon, president of the ior Day is the only day that senNewtonian Society, former presi- iors can let themselves loose and
dent of Phi Eta Sigma, and a for- for that reason I believe no acmer member of the Student As- tion should be taken. Speaking of
sembly. He is also a member of Senior Day, I would like to comthe CCP and a Senior Council At- mend the committees which made
Senior Day a most successful
torney.
Listed in Who's Who and a one.'
As an outgoing Tiger Senior
member of Phi Kappa Phi, nawould you like to say
tional honor fraternity, Bob has Staffer,
anything about the paper?
also been a member of the Tiger
Senior Staff for the past three se- "I would like to commend my
fellow cohorts on the Tiger for the
mesters.
excellent job they're doing. RealBob, I realize that we've Just izing that we're the voice of the
about exhausted the discussion students and that we make mison the GPR system, but would takes, I have always tried to ofyou care to comment on it?
fer constructive criticism in my
"I think the present grade point columns.
ratio system is not completely in- My interview ended with Bob's
dicative of a person's standing in declaration that the office of StuBOB CLARK
a course but relatively speaking dent Affairs is doing a commendait serves as a pretty good guide. ble job and as he put it, "That
I think a system which I have includes the secretaries too."
already discussed in my column
based on the 5.0 rather than the
4.0 would be more indicative."
You're an easy-going man,
Joe Thompson and Tommy secretary-elect of YMCA cabinet but is there anything that realEdwards were appointed as stu- and treasurer-elect of Presby ly "t's" you off about Clemdent chaplain and associate re- terian Student Association. His son?
spectively May 1, at the YMCA activities also include member- "Yes. There is a definite lack
by Rev. Charles Raynal, minis- ship in Society for Advancement of a friendly attitude among stuter of the Port Hill Presbyterian of Management and Kappa Sig dents that is becoming prevalent
ma Nu fraternity.
Church.
to an alarming extent.'
The recently installed chapDo you think this is because
lains will deliver the blessings in
of the cliques on campus?
TIGER
SELECTS
the dining hall, Evening Medita"No, we all know that cliques
(Continued from Page 1)
tions held each night in the Stuexist and they always will but I
dent Chapel and for special ser- serve during the school year I960- think that the students mix well
vices at Thanksgiving, Christ- 61.
outside
of their
respective
mas, and Easter.
Phil, the new Editor, stated that groups."
They will also give the prayer The Tiger hopes to increase read- Bob has been awarded a fellowat the football games and write er interest next year by having ship in English to Florida State
the weekly "Words to the Wise" more student participation, such University for an assistant teachin the TIGER.
as Letters to Tom and Letters to ing position until he can obtain
Joe, pre-medicine major the Editor, as well as through his doctorate.
He said that rising seniors
from Manning, is a member of other sources.
the YMCA cabinet and council and state president of
» FOR THE BEST IN CLEANING «
Westminster Fellowship. H e
belongs to the Delta Sigma Nu,
pre - medicine fraternity and
Numeral Society.
A n industrial management
We Specialize in Repairs and Alterations
major from Greenville, Tom is

WASH and WEAR
GOLF JACKET by

LONDON FOG
Ifs all the jacket yon need!
Water and wind repellent...
wrinkle resistant. Tailored of
Calibre Cloth, an exclusive
super blend of Dacron and
and fine combed cotton. Unconditionally washable
drip-dries ready to go. With
convertible English collar
that buttons up for rough
weather.

15.95

waiters & hillman
clothes men like

Raynal Appoints Thompson, Edwards
To Chaplain, Assoc. Chaplain Positions

andereon, i. c.

lake my shirt, my lit. notes and
my cuff links... but get your own

Visit - DIXIE CLEANERS

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MAY 13 & 14

YOU TELL HER, MAN. The Court
King is your shoe . . . professional
traction-tread soles, flexible instep, full cushioning. A pro on the tennis court, but just OS right
with slacks.

"THE BRAMBLE
BUSH"
Richard Burton
Barbara Rush
LATE SHOW FRIDAY
10:30 ONLY

"KISS FOR A
KILLER"
SUNDAY & MONDAY
MAY 15 & 16
JERRY LEWIS In

"VISIT TO A
SMALL PLANET"
TUESDAY, MAY 17

"MASTERS OF
THE CONGO
JUNGLE"

A GIRL HAS RIGHTS.
Like
having a Champion Oxford made
jut for women. Comes with fashionable new taper toe#or round toe, if preferred. Light in weight, cool and colorful.

In Color
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THURSDAY
MAY 18 & 19

"KILLERS OF
KILIMANJARO"
ROBERT TAYLOR
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Eastman Color

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
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United States Rubber
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Tiger Seniors Play Last Game
T/6£M
By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Editor

Tigers End Season
The subject of baseball has been tossed around for
the last two weeks and it has finally reached a climax.
When the Bengal Nine took two straight games from
Duke last week, everyone felt that we were well on our
way to another ACC title. The Bengals had taken over
first place, but this was to be short-lived due to a 2-1
loss to the Carolina Gamecocks. Once again the dark
clouds of doubt hung over Tiger Town.
The question which was on everyone's lips was
whether or not the Tigers could come through and take
Monday's game with first place North Carolina. That
question was answered by NC in the voice of their 6-3
victory. After this game, the Bengals' chance for the
ACC title was virtually gone. When the ClemsonN. C. State game rolled around Tuesday afternoon,
the students and other spectators were just as loud and
boastful as ever. The Tigers fought hard, but their
fate was decided in the tenth-Another Clemson Loss.
In conclusion of this, it might seem strange to congratulate the Coach and his team, but we must remember
that Coach Wilhelm has had two consecutive ACC and
District III championship teams, not to mention a fifth
place rating in the nation for these two seasons also.
You can't win them all, and this just wasn't our
season. What was the cause? This would be very
difficult to explain, but one fact still remains—
The Coach and players did their best, but it just
wasn't enough.

Spring Sports End
This weekend will bring to a close the regularly
scheduled activities of Spring Sports. Baseball will
close out the regular season today and tomorrow with
the Hurricane of Furman. The golf team left Wednesday for the ACC Tourney at Duke and the netmen
visit Chapel Hill for the ACC Championships. The
Bengal thinclads finish up with the conference meet
at College Park, Maryland.

New Staff Takes Over
As the new sports editor for next year, I will strive
to give Clemson athletics the best coverage possible. A
special effort will be made to give the less known
sports better coverage. Criticism or comments on the
sports pages will be welcomed at all times, whether they
come from the students, faculty, coaches or outside
readers. Any student interested in working on the
sports staff for the coming school year should contact
me anytime before the final exams next week.
This year's sports editor has done an outstanding
job and I hope that next year the sports page will
continue to be a credit to this newspaper. In the following paragraphs Bob Burns, managing editor for
next year, will give his closing comments as retiring
sports editor.
J.S.

Final Settlement
Once again the time has come for Tiger to release it's new senior staff and with the jumbling and
shifting of the new staff this writer has, in the essence
of duty, moved to a higher position, there by leaving the
desk of sports editor vacated. The new head of this
department is last semester's assistant, Jim Stepp,
certainly no stranger to those of you who have kept up
with these pages.
But before I completely leave this position I
would like to extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to those persons who have helped so greatly in

All Types Of
SANDWICHES AND SHORT
ORDERS

DAN's

***•*••*** + •* • • •***

*********

Bengals Close Baseball Season
Against Furman This Weekend

Watch That Foot, Gerald

By BUZZ YARBOROUGH
Tiger Sports Writer
Today Clemson and Furman
open a two game series. The first
of which will be played at Clemson. Saturday the action will move
to Greenville and that game will
conclude the season for Clemson.
The Tigers will be baring
their teeth in these final two
games for things have been looking mighty rough lately. Furman,
too will be trying for a couple of
wins since they have just had
some bad luck by losing their bid
for a Southern Conference championship.
Furman lost a two game series to The Citadel last Friday
and Saturday. The Hornets
have some tough boys with the
stick and can turn out to be
trouble for Wilhelms nine. Phil
Chewning who plays first base
for the Hornets has bettered
Southern Conference marks in
both total hits and RBI's this
year.
Chewning has 37 hits and 26
RBI'S. Also strong at the plate is
catcher Tony Carmignani. He has
been a surprise and a pleasant
one at that. He got Furman off
to a two run lead against Citadel
last week with a homer and a
Tiger firstbaseman Gerald Reese makes sure an unidentified North Carolina man doesn't get man on base.
Hicky Horton is another danthat foot on base. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack)
gerous man at the plate. Horton
is a four year man and was past
captain of the football team.

Freshmen Hardballers
Have Outstanding Record
Clemson's Freshmen Nine have
had a brilliant season this year
according to their coach, Jim
Partin. An outstanding record
of 12 wins against 2 defeats has
been chalked up by the team.
With the remaining two games
to be played this weekend
against Ga. Tech. in Atlanta on
Friday and Furman here on Saturday at 2:15, it looks as though
the Frosh should add to their
impressive record another two
victories.
High scoring ball games have
been the rule rather than the
exception. To name a few examples the team has defeated North
Greenville JC 15-4, Spartanburg
JC 14-7, Georgia Frosh 20-10,
and South Carolina 26-0.
In the South Carolina game,
Joey Taylor was the winning
pitcher. He gave up only two
hits in that game. Mike Bohonak was the man with the
big stick in that game. He hit
a homer, a triple, 2 doubles,

and a single, while driving in
9 runs for the team. With this
tremendous display of power
against such a team as South
Carolina, it looks as though
Clemson will not have to sweat
them for some time.
Ga. Tech. seemed to be one of
the better teams that the Clemson Frosh played this spring. Damon Vincent was the man who
pitched the team to victory.
Dave Hymes hit a triple, a single, and knocked in 2 runs. This
was one of the better games
played by the Tiger Frosh during the season. The final score
was 4-2.
Lining up the players for the
starting position has been a
hard choice to make. So far
Gene Harberson has been
starting at the catching position. Mike Bohonak at first
base has been doing an exceptionally fine job. At second
base, Pete Ayoub has been
holding down this position

putting out these pages every week. To the members of the athletic department—Mr. Bob Bradley, Mr.
Gene Willimon, Coach Frank Howard,' Coach Bill Wilhelm, Mr. Bill McClellan, Mrs. Joan West, Jimmy
Collins and all of the coaches and athletes without
whose help these pages would have been virtually impossible, and in particular to my staff—Thanks for a
job well done.
B. B.

TIGER BOWL
WON

ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
-fr FOUNTAIN SERVICE
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SENSATIONAL RECORD BARGAIN!
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BOLTON

48

20

RICHARDSON

41

27

CARLING

35

33

MOORE

30

38

HUGHES

28

40

GRAVES

22

46

(Opposite The City Hall In Easley)
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WHAT A RECORD!!
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Friday and Saturday
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Martians' Lullaby

March Of The Toy$

Royal Garden Blues

Just A Mood
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Erroll's Bounce

St. James Infirmary
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ir Records
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HARPER'S 5< & 10* STORE

Tin Roof Blues

When The Saints Go Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS
Benny Goodman

SPORT SHIRTS!
Buy Direct From The
Manufacturer

and

SAVE

-and 2 VICEROY Cigarette packages!

Shine On Harvest Moon
Ciribiribin

•

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH

very well.
Art Ricketts has come through
at short stop this spring. Coleman Glaze and Ken Carson have
been alternating at third base.
In the outfield, it has been
Johnny Jones, Bill Burnette,
Elmo Lam,. and Nicky Lomax.
All of these players have made
it hard for the coach to pick any
one line up.
Although Elmo Lam, Mike
Bohonak, and Nicky Lomax
have been among the more
consistent, everybody has contributed greatly to the team.
This includes the pitchers Damon Vincent, Bobby Tate,
Johnny Jones, and Joey Taylor. These Freshmen hurlers
have turned in commendable
games this spring.
All the players have given
everything they have to win in
each ballgame. It was pointed
out that the main goal for the
Freshmen Team was for development for next year's varsity
squad. If the wins this year by
the Frosh are any indications of
development, then next year's
varsity team will be one of the
best.

Louis Armstrong

Erroll Garner

Shorty Rogers

Jonah Jones
Ben Webster

Duke Ellington
Red Norvo

Bob Scobey

Buck Clayton

Hurry! Hurry! Get this truly great jazz record at a
low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record
features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists—the
winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students. Send for Campus Jazz
Festival today. Use coupon below!

BROWN & WIUIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Box 355
Louiiville 1, Kentucky
Please send me postpaid
record(s) of the Special VICEROY
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps, please)
and 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.

Vic Dickenson
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland
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Final League Standings
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WASH TROUSERS $3.98 SHIRTS

12" LP VINYL
Specially Pressed by
RCA Custom
Records

WINFIELD OUTLET STORE

OPEN TILL 1:30 A. M.

•

Cotton

Furman's pitching staff led by
Coco Myer along with Sam Taylor and Doug Turner has thus far
turned in an overall record of
13-9-1. Myer leads the hurlers with
a 2-2 record.
The boys on the hill for Furman are going to have some
trouble getting the ball by Hendley, Cline, Lynn and Ryan. If
these men are hitting it can be
worse than murderers row.
Lynn blasted his seventh home
run of the year against N.C.
State on Tuesday and he will be
out for 8 and possibly 9 or 10
today and tomorrow.
This will be Bailey Hendley's
last ball game. Bailey will be
missed on the Clemson Nine in
two departments, hitting and
pitching. Bailey is second best
in hitting with a .380 batting
(Continued on Page 5)
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Hicky plays third base and covers his position well.
Another boy who has come
through in good fashion for Furman are Shelley Sutton who plays
left field. He went 3 for 5 against
The Citadel and brought in two
runs.
"Although Furman had 9 errors in one game and 13 in
the other against The Citadel this
is no indication of what to expect from them today," says
Coach Wilhelm. "Furman is an
explosive ball club and we are
looking for some good ball from
them."
Furman has never, beaten
Clemson in baseball and they will
be out for one today. However,
Clemson has lost eight ball
games this year and the Tigers
will more than likely be knocking that ball all over the park.

College or University.
This offer good only in U.S.A. Not valid in states where prohibited,
taxed or otherwise restricted—expires June 30. 1960.
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Tennis Team Travels To
ACC Championship Tourney
The Clemson tennis team is
now playing in the Atlantic
Coast conference Tennis Tournament at Chapel Hill, North Carolina, the host team, is expected
to repeat their bid for conference
champions.
Duke University seems to be
the only competition for the Tar
heels this year. The Tar Heels are
led by Ben Geer Keys and Bruce
Sylvia. Duke on the other hand
has strength down the line with
returning lettermen, Joe Gaston,
Dick Katz, Jim Barton, Leonard

Statistics Show
Top Hardballers
At this point in the season the
Bengal nine has compiled a 11-71 overall record and a 7-5 conference record. After twenty
games, pitcher outfielder Bailey
Hendley leads hitting with an
average of .380 after 71 trips to
the plate, and second is pitcheroutfielder Ty Cline with an average of .367 for 79 times at bat..
Ty is leading in hits with 29
and is closely followed by the
catcher Dave Lynn with 28 and
Bailey Hendley with 27. They are
trailed by Toby Bradshaw with
24 and Zack Burnette with 28.
Catcher Dave Lynn has connected for seven home runs to lead
the team, Hendley is second with
four, and outfielder Lanny Ryan
and third baseman Gerald Reese
are tied with two each.
Lynn is also leading the team
in RBI's with 30 and is followed
by Hendley, Cline, and Bradshaw with 14 each. Second baseman Toby Bradshaw is leading
in the two-bagger department
with seven and is closely followed by Hendley with four and
Cline with three. Cline is leading
in triples with five.
In the pitching department
Jimmy Roller has a 5-1 record.
Roller is closely pressed by Bailey Hendley with a 4-1 record.

Graham, and Fred Ruben.
Clemson will enter eight players in the singles division: Bob
Burns, Bill Cooper, Bobby Doyon, Tommy James, Frank Holroyd, John Nutt, Rusty Willimon
and Wingate Sykes. The Clemson
netmen will enter four teams in
the doubles division.
Clemson's Bobby Burns is expected to draw a seeding along
the tough field including Bill
Cullen of Wake Forest, defending
ACC champion, Keys and Sylvia
of North Carolina, Charles Abelson of the University of Maryland, and Gaston and Katz of
Duke.
In the doubles, Burns and
Williams Cooper stand a good
chance of going at least to the
semi-finals.
Strong doubles
teams from Duke and North
Carolina are expected to meet
in the finals.
Clemson has a chance to finish
fourth in the tourney behind
Duke, the University of North
Carolina, and the University of
Maryland. Wake Forest could
easily be in the upper division
in the final standings with the
brilliant play of Cullen.

of Wake Forest
Top match of the tourney is
expected to be between Cullen
of Wake Forest and Sylvia of the
University of North Carolina. Although Cullen is the defending
Champion, Sylvia has beat him
once this year in two straight
sets.

ACC Teams Battle
For Top Position

Clemson's hardballers have
been knocked completely out of
the picture in the race for first
place in the ACC. The Tigers
lost a vital game to North Carolina on Monday and then closed
out all chances of winning the
Conference title with their loss
to the N. C. State Wolfpack.
North Carolina took over first
place when they beat South Carolina on Tuesday. The Tigers
have dropped all the way down
to fifth place. The Tigs pet. is
.538 while the Tarheels Pet. is
.750.
Con. Games All Games
W L Pet. W LPct.
North Car. 9 3 .750 18 6 .750
The Tigers are expected to Duke'
8 3 .727 12 7 .632
finish in front of the Univer- N. C. State 8 4 .666 11 7 .611
sity of South Carolina, The W. Forest 8 5 .615 15 5 .750
University of Virginia, and Clemson
7 6 .538 12 11 .521
4 7 .363 8 9 .470
North Carolina State. There is Maryland
a possibility of the Bengal South Car 3 11 .214 4 16 .200
2 10 .166 2 13 .133
racketeers finishing in front Virginia

Tiger Golfers Travel To Durham For
ACC Tournament Today And Saturday
Clemson Tiger golfers left Wednesday for the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament at Durham,
N. C. The team played a final
match with U.N.C. on Thursday
at Durham and are playing the
conference tourney today and tomorrow. Duke and North Carolina
are strong favorites for the first
two places, but the Alma Mater
should be a close third.
Duke has a slight edge since
they are playing on their homegrounds. Besides that, the Bluedevils were also last year's conference champion, Clemson's stiffest competition for third place
will most likely be Carolina and
Maryland, both teams having given trouble all season.

These are die sfirer wings of a
XJ. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, be has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive
opportunity.
The Aviation Cadet Pwfflam
is the gateway to this career. To
qaaKv tor this rigorous aod professional training, a high school
diploma B peqmred; howeret, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking ofi-d*ty courses »nder die Bootstrap education program. The Air Force wiB pay a
substantial part of afl fu i tion costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements tor a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at die
school of his choice.
T
f yo» think voa hare what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
en Air Force Navigator, see vow
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
bim shoot Aviation Cadet Navigator training aod the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
end max this coupon.

As
Clemson
enters the
tourney it will be without the

Intramurals Near
Climax Of Action
Intramural competition in softball has finally narrowed down
the field of teams to enable a
prediction of probable winners.
In league one Chester and Beaufort counties are at present tied
for league honors, this weeks
competition deciding a winner.
In league two the Rinky Dinks
are out in front by a margin and
undoubtedly will be winner.
In league three the 69'ers lead
the field. In league four the Sour
Grapes are playing very sweetly
and are far ahead of their closest
competition. In league five the
Low Stater's were leading at the
beginning of this week, but were
closely followed by the Even
Dozen and, in league six, the
Boorays and the Gamecocks are
battling it out for top honors.

services of Burnham TJhler
and Ed George, two top golfers
who were unable to make the
trip because of Junior-Senior
committments. Tiger hopes will
be on the shoulders of Bob Moser, Mac Long, Bill Townsend,
Gene Beard, Nick Clar, and
Max Fain.
Competition for top individual
player honors should be extremely rough. North Carolina's Ed
Justa, Bob Galloway, and Pete
Green should certainly be among
the finalists as well as Duke's
Bob Zimmerman and Wake Forest's Ronnie Thomas. Thomas
was last year's tourney champion.
The big threat this year will
be Maryland's Dean Beaman.
Beaman is currently British Amateur Champion; was a finalist in
the U. S. Amateur and was low
amateur in the Masters.
Clemson's
Bob Moser stated
that if anyone other than one of
the players listed above won individual top honors it would certainly be an upset.
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Big Gun For Bengal Nine

Tiger Cindermen Travel To College Park;
Participate In Championship Track Meet

BY MELVIN RICE
Dick Anderson, Don Carver, I
Tiger Sports Writer
John Dunkelberg, John SteedOn May 13 and 14 Clemson will ley, and Bob Swofford.
go to College Park, Maryland to
Duke, a team that was not on
take part in the annual ACC the Clemson schedule this seachampionship track meet. The son, will have a large number of
Tigers will put their might up lettermen to take the field for
against the powerful teams of them.
Tom Brazemore holds
the ACC, including last years three school records: the 440 at
champion, Maryland.
48.5, the 880 at 1:53.3 and the
Last year Maryland and Duke mile relay at 3:17. Brazemore
ended the season undefeated. In will get some help from Cary
the championship meet Mary- Weisiger, who holds the school
land outdistanced Duke by a record for the mile run at 4:08.6.
very large margin. This Years Jerry Nourse will be the man to
meet will be much closer; no one watch in the two mile run; he
or two teams will take all the
points home. North Carolina and
South Carolina were the other
(Continued from Page 4)
two strong teams according to average and second in pitching
the standings, but Clemson had with a 4-1 record.
a team that was always running
Zack Burnett is another senior
Pitcher-outfielder, Ty Cline, is one of the outstanding hit- up with the leaders.
diamond man. Zack has been a
ters and pitchers on the Bengal nine. Although Ty plays
Clemson has met only four consistent defensive man as well
mostly in the outfield, he was called on twice to take over
of the teams that will be at as an offensive man for the Tigthe mound for the Tigs. (Tiger Sports Photo)
the championship meet. The ers these past three years. Right
Tigers have been on the field now he has a total of 22 hits
with Wake Forest, North Caro- which is fourth on the team.
lina, North Carolina State and
The only other graduating ballSouth Carolina. In the meet player is Claylon Lowder. Lowwith North Carolina the Tigers der was originally a catcher, but
took their first defeat this has been used this year at thirdseason; they were able to find base and has done a fine job. He
By EDWARD FOX
victory against the other three hasn't been consistent at the
teams.
Tiger Sports Writer
plate, but has come through at
"I came to Clemson because of its location and be- When coach McFadden ven- crucial times with a much needtures to College Park he will
cause many of my friends attended," states Ty Cline, carry in his charge a very power- ed hit.
All three of these Clemson men
"And also because of the scholarship in baseball and the ful track team. There will be will be missed in the future. With
John Dunkelberg, who was the today and tomorrow being thenfine reputation of Clemson College."
man who made the great run in last games coach Wilhelm will
Ty Cline, star center-fielder of
the Tiger nine, graduated from ments would be a girls' dormi- the mile relays against South be looking for some fine ball playSt. Andrews high school in Char- tory. He also believes that the Carolina to enable the Tigers to ing from all three.
leston, S. C. where he played intramurals are definitely an as- win that track meet. Dunkelberg
first base and pitched baseball, set to Clemson and that the fra- holds the record for the 440 at
and also played football, basket- ternities will be a start toward 48.0 and the 880 at 1:53.1 at
ball, and track. He was named to increasing social life on the Clem- Clemson, he is also tied with two
the Charleston County Baseball son campus. Ty, an Arts and Sci- others for the mile relay at
3:20.7.
All Star Team.
ences major, would like to play
Clemson will count on its six
professional
baseball;
and
stands
For the past two years, Ty has
been playing baseball in Canada a good possibility of doing so if lettermen from last year to do a
in the summer season after his present and past records great deal of the point getting.
The Tiger team will have many
school has let out. But this year
have any influence on pro scouts. good men to back up these letTy will go to South Dakota and
(Continued on Page 6)
termen. Those six lettermen are
play in the Basin league where

TIGER SENIORS

Cline Proves Asset To Tigs;
Considered As Pro Prospect

the weather will be better and
where there will be better calibre ball players participating in
the sport.
One of Ty's greatest thrills
was his trip to Omaha last
year in the championship playoffs and being chosen as one
of the eighteen ball players in
the United States to represent
the U. S. in the Pan American
Games.
Ty likes the friendly atmosphere at Clemson College and believes that one of the improve-
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Anderson, South Carolina
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TEST YOURSELF!

In league seven Union County has a comfortable lead and
should take the title. In league
eight, after a hard fought battle,
the Numeral Society
Pledges should close out the
week as victor. All of the winners of above leagues should
have been settled by the time
of this paper's publication.

MM. WBS COWON MOM

CWET MFOMMMN

lam between 19 and 26%, > dtiret
of tin 8. S. aod a hi go sctiool graduate
witft
years of college, (feat*
send me debited Informational tbt
ajr Force A»ia1ioo Cadet program.

HBECT-

Coach Bill Wilhelm urged
that all intramural golf scores
for the season be turned into
his office by 6:00 P. M. Friday
(today). He also announced
that the last of the intramural
sports, intramural horseshoe
pitching, will start next Wednesday after supper.

Be perspicacious!

Take a look at this ink blot. Dehibit yourself. What
do you see? If you see your last blind date in it, we
sympathize. Because it looks like a lobster to us.
Of course we're crazy about lobsters, but we don't
like to take them out. What we do like to take out
are L*fv1 filter cigarettes. They're the ones with flavor.
Fact is, L*M has found the secret that unlocks flavor
in a filter cigarette. So fine tobaccos can be blended
not to suit a filter but to suit your taste. We just
mention this. If we didn't, who would?
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Not this: a student who
Studies drowsily no matter
how much sleep he gets.

This! Perspicacious...
sharp! NoDoz keeps yea
awake and alert—safely!

If you find studying sometimes soporific (and who doesn't?) the word
to remember is NoDoz®. NoDoz alerts you with a safe and accurate
amount of caffeine—the same refreshing stimulant
in coffee and tea. Yet non-habit-forming
NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable.
f
So to keep perspicacious during study and
exams—and while driving, too—
always keep NoDoz in proximity.
MN)

Sjefe star ewafce tablet — svwtaWe e<w jwtiBie. Another nee proouct of Brave IstMrnerns.

see us

Clemson Shoe
Service
College Avenue
CLEMSON, S. C.

RICHARD
SHICK
LOOKS AT

LHQ
Summit Meeting. Probably this word stands out
more than any other in the
papers read by Clemson
students. This week LIFE
carries two stories pertaining to this general term.
The first is the debate which
is almost certain to arise
over the recent American
U-2 which the Russians
claim they shot down over
Russian territory.
LIFE's
"Krushchev's Pre - Summit
Spy Cry" has pictures of the
missile that they may have
used to down the plane, a
shot of the U-2, a photo released by the Russians
showing the wreckage of the
plane, plus many other interesting photos.

Even the Editorials draw upon this most important
subject. LIFE's editors discuss the real issues at the
summit. These are listed in three main categories:
disarmament and related nuclear ban, Berlin, and EastWest relations. For further details, pick up a copy of
this week's edition of LIFE.

Aiirorce
DEH. SCO)
SOX 7606, WASM9JCV0M 4, B.C.

FOR EXPERT
SHOE REPAIR

The other one is concerned with NATO's plan of
defense against possible Red aggression—the rearming
of West Germany. But many countries are skepticalstill remembering the last two great European wars.
They wish to make sure that no possible German aggression can occur from this rearming. Nevertheless the
German army is being integrated into NATO forces—
chiefly under the direction of the U. S. Shots are included of the new German Air Force, Navy, and Army.

^There's a place for tomorrow's
In the One Pitch leagues, ten
leaders on the
-w- y ^->.
Aerospace Team, I
I ^^
and eleven, the winner of the
game between Beta Tau Sigma
and the Mavericks champion of
league ten and the winner of
North Augusta versus the Bloops
will head league eleven.
swanoK

holds the school record at 9:24.8.
Duke will be one of the most
experienced teams in the meet.
Maryland will be going after
their fourth straight championship. They will, like Duke,
carry a great deal of experience into the meet. Their attack will center around Jonas
Spiegel, who can run the 100
yard dash in less than 10
seconds, Don Whltaker, who
runs the 220 at 20.9 and Bill
Johnson, who steps over the
high hurdles at a pace of 14.2
seconds.
Like most other ACC conference events, this championship
track meet will be closely contested. Anytime teams like Virginia, North Carolina, Clemson,
North Carolina State,
Wake
Forest, Duke, Maryland and
South Carolina get together In
one momentous event, it is impossible to predict a winner before hand.
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For the past few weeks LIFE has been following the
campaign of Democratic hopefuls John Kennedy and
Hubert Humphrey, but this week LIFE goes south to
Texas to the home of another Democratic hopeful, Lyn-.
don Johnson. But this is in a lighter note as LIFE takes
a look at his ranch. This one is in color, too. LIFE
takes you on a pjctorial tour of this vast 400 "LBJ"
ranch. Many other interesting sidelights, such as, the
initials of each of the four members of his family are
LBJ, too. Don't miss "Meanwhile At The Ranch" in
this issue of LIFE.
For you art lovers, LIFE visits the private collection
of millionaire Pittsburgher G. David Thompson. Thompson has one of the most expensive and extensive modern art collections in the world, and LIFE captures some
of the highlights of this collection. Many Clemsonites,
especially architecture majors, would like to own this
collection. See this one in
LIFE this week.
But there is even more
in this week's LIFE. See a
pictorial story of the recent
wedding of Princess Margaret; the 1912 Democratic
convention
described
by
Walter Lord as the most
bombastic in history; in education, a father's day in
the first grade; in parties
(well-known to all Clemson
men) sorority sister's weekend; all this and more.
That's LIFE, May 16, 1960.
An Advertisement
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Mu Beta Psi Elects
R. C Herman President
Mu Beta Psi, fraternity for furthering the musical activities on
campus, elected R. C. Herman
president in recent elections.
Robert, mechanical engineering
major from
Greenwood replaces Teddy Holt, this year's
President.
Other officers elected are Bill
Clayton, agricultural economics
major from Belton, vice- president; Ed Britt, civil engineering
major from Greenwood, secretary; and Joe Suddeth, industrial management major from
Greenville, treasurer.
Bob Ware, associate professor of Entomology, replaces R.
E. Lovette as faculty advisor.
Lou Cessarato was selected as
assistant advisor.
The fraternity
has
planned drop-ins for members and
dates for both nights of this weekend's Jr. Sr. They also operated
a table for the Hey Day program this week.
Activities of the club have ineluded drop-ins at the dances
earlier this year and a special
drop-in for the alumni after
Maryland football game in November.
Mu Beta Psi worked with
Spring Sounds in March, and
gave socials for members of
the Navy Band, Coker College
Glee Club, and Randolph-Macon Glee Club.
Teddy Holt states that the club
is open for persons who have
served with musical groups on

campus for four semesters. He
noted that membership is open
by invitation.

Four Delegates
From Clemson
Attend SUSGA

Four delegates from Clemson
attended the annual convention of
Southern Universities
Student
Government Association at Mississippi Southern College in Hattisburg, Mississippi, April 28-30.
Bob Lawrence, recently elected
vice-president of the student body
for next year, was elected Executive vice-chairman from South
Carolina for SUSGA.
Bob succeeded Frank Eskridge as vice-chairman. Also
attending the convention were
Booty Roberts, president of the
student body, and Angus McGregor, next year's student government president.
Panel discussions on topics of
Student Insurance, Campus En-,
tainment,
Campus
Traffic,
Honor Systems and Student Govvernment and Greek Relations
were held during the three day
program.
As vice-chairman of SUSGA
Bob is a member of the Executive Council, governing body
of the SUSGA. One of his major duties for the coming year
is to explain the program and
to encourage other South Carolina schools to join. The University of South Carolina is the
only other member of SUSGA
in South Carolina.
SUSGA serves as a means of
mutual problem solving to its
Tri Chi Sorority held elections member schools. At the present
of new officers at their weekly there are 25 member schools
from eight Southern states.
meeting May 3 in the YMCA.
Elected as president was Robin
Maddox, arts and sciences major
from Anderson, vice president,
Margaret
Hoover,
arts and
sciences major from Cheraw; and
recording secretary, Mary Donovan, education major from EasOffice of Student Affairs has
ley.
announced that the new quadAlso elected were: correspond- rangle will be closed to any stuing secretary, Anita Thurston, dent parking at any time except
arts and sciences major from on special occasions, at which
Clemson; treasurer, Margaret time proper signs will be erected
Kolleman, arts and sciences ma- stating when parking in that
jor from Seneca; and reporter, area will be permissable.
Judy Sullivan, education major
Misunderstanding and misuse
from Easley.
of parking in the quadrangle on
Tri Chi is not merely a social the part of the students is the
sorority. As one of its projects reason given by the Office for
members of the sorority visited the withdrawal of permission for
Shadybrook Rest Home in Sene- students to park their cars in the
ca on Mother's Day bringing flow- area.
ers and magazines to the resiThe barricade into the area
dents.
was originally opened after stuAs the closing event of the year dents requested that they be
Tri Chi plans a banquet and dance permitted to park in the quadfor its members at the Clemson rangle, especially for loading and
House on May 19.
unloading purposes.

Tri (hi Sorority
Elects Maddox

Quadrangle Misuse
Results In Closing
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Mu Beta Psi Incoming And Outgoing Officers

Newman Club Plans Morrill, Clemson Anniversaries
Drop-In For Friday Mark Educational Accomplishments
Dance Intermission

Anniversaries of Justin Smith der who want to climb up."
Morrill and Thomas Green ClemTwo years after reporting to
Clemson's Newman Club has son recall the accomplishments
Congress, he introduced a bill to
planned a drop-in to take place of two men furthering education
give every state a large parcel of
following the dance intermission in America.
federal land. It required the
tomorrow night. All Newman
state to invest the money it reFebruary
5
this
year
marked
a
Club members and their guests
ceived from the sale of this free
are invited; refreshments will be span of 100 years since Thomas
G. Clemson, founder of Clemson land. The interest from the inserved.
College, was appointed the first vestment was to be used to help
A recent weekend visit by the Superintendent of Agricultural colleges in that state.
local club to the Newman Club at
Affairs of the United States.
This radical approach to higher
Winthrop turned out a great
education was greeted with jeers
Justin
Morrill,
author
of
the
success. Members went up to
of "fancy farmers" and "landRock Hill on Friday and Satur- Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862
grab". Morrill, however, pushed
day, and returned Sunday after- which enabled every state to
provide education for a large his bill through Congress; and in
noon.
portion
of its citizens, was born 1862 President Lincoln signed it
This trip was made for two
into law.
principal purposes. First of all 150 years ago last April 14.
Following the death of Clemit allowed the newly elected
Clemson, Agriculturalist-scien- son, in 1888, first buildings were
officers of both clubs to get tist, came to South Carolina from
started two years later. The coltogether and discuss club plans Pennsylvania in the 1930's, later
lege opened in 1893 as the Landand policies. It also provided a becoming the owner of a huge
Grant College of South Carolina
chance to socialize with an- plantation which he later willed
with an enrollment of 446 stuother of the state's Newman to the state for the purpose of
dents and 15 faculty members.
Clubs.
creating a college devoted to Today Clemson is one of 68
teaching
scientific
agriculture.
Notable on the social program
Land-Grant colleges in the Unitwas a picnic to a nearby lake
The Morrill Act provided for ed States and Puerto Rico.
Saturday afternoon. The outing, land-grant college, which enablwith its swimming, games and ed such colleges as Clemson to
Mu Beta Psi old and new officers are left to right (front row) Joe Suddeth, treasurer, Tedgood food, was enjoyed by all gradually begin teaching sciendy Holt, past president, R. C. Herman, new president, Bill Clayton, new vice president; top
those attending.
tific farming on a broad scale.
row: Ed Britt, new secretary, Allan Sloan, past secretary, and Stuart past treasurer. (Tiger
The newly elected club officers
Fhoto by Alex McCormack)
Congress was asked in 1857 by
are: president, Edgar Lopez, an
Morrill to transform some of the
agronomy major from San Salvador, El Salvador,
Central nation's land into colleges for
"those at the bottom of the ladAmerica; vice-president, Larry
• WASH & WEAR
Rourke, an entomology major
men Award.
Bruce, Jr.; the Chemistry
(Continued from Page 1)
from N. Charleston.
• 50% DACRON
ratio of 4.0 for the first semes- Faculty Award and the Sigma
And secretary, Mary Ellen
Also Robert Clark, Charleston,
ter), those receiving high honors, Tau Epsilon Award won by
Donovan, an education major
(grade-point ratio of 3.5 - 3.9 the Robert Dwight Temple; and American Legion Award; Frank- from Easley;
and treasurer,
lin
Roberts,
Chester,
Augustus
first semester), and those receiv- the Freshmen Chemistry
Lenny Taverone, an Industrial Kappa Delta Chi, newly formed
ing honors, (grade point ratio Award won by Dallas Lee G. Shanklin Award; Clayton Education major from Jersey social fraternity on campus, will
Full
hold initiation for its present
of 3.0 - 3.49 the first semester), Schiegg.
Lowder,
Sumter,- '. Newcomen City, N. J.
pledges next week. The pledges
were congratulated as a group.
Selection
Also: the Samuel Maner Mar- Award in Material History; and
will be required to wear the dress
This recognition is the equiva- tin Award won by Rosemary Charles Carswell,
Anderson,
Of Colors
CLINE PROVES
prescribed by the fraternity and
lent of the dean's list in other Clement; the William Shannon Trustees' Medal.
(Continued from Page 5)
will conduct various activities for
schools.
Morrison Award won by William
Members of the Honors and In fact the pro's may eventually the present members. Initiation
Highest honors went to James Clyde Anderson; and the Sigma
Awards Committee are Dr. H. H. be scrambling for him.
will end at noon next Saturday.
Leander Adams, Spartanburg; Pi Sigma Award won by William
Wilson, Chairman; Mr. C. V.
As far as his coach is conMiles Bruce, Greer; James Bry- Edward Gettys.
This weekend two drop-ins and
Wray, Vice-Chairman; Mr. R. C. cerned, Wilhelm has already
ant, Clemson Thomas Bujanski
In the School of Engineering: Armstrong; Capt. R. D. Brewer; termed Ty as one of the top one party are planned for both
and Harvey Burbage, Jr., Green- the American Institute of Elecmembers and pledges. Drop-ins
and Mr. E. C. Coker.
three collegiate baseball playwill be held after the dances both
ville.
trical Engineers and Institute of
Also Mr. H. N. Cooledge, Mr. ers in the nation and a future Friday and Saturday nights, and
Also Edward Dunning, Jr., Radio Engineers Junior Scholasail-American.
a cook-out is planned for SaturSparks, Md.; Gene Floyd, Clin- tic Award won by Thomas Mit- J. B. Cooper; Mr. D. G. Hughes;
Last season Cline finished with
ton; William Gettys, Union; chell Osmer; the American In- Mr. E. A. LaRoche; Mr. G. C. an impressive batting average of day afternoon prior to the dance.
Lorraine Jeff coat,
Hampton; stitute of Chemical Engineers Means; Lt. Col. B. N. Skardon; .326 and was second in
the Elections of new officers for
John McGee,
Timmonsville; Scholarship Award won by Henry Mr. D. N. Vickery; Mr. S. M. conference in stolen bases. He al the school year 1960-61 will be
Thomas Osmer, Kingstree; Rob- Russell Savage; the Samuel B. Watson; Mr. W. C. Whitten; and so tied a NCAA Playoff record for held May 23 at the regular weekSEE OUR
ert Temple, Mr. Pleasant; Anita Earle Award won by Martin Mr. T. V. Wilson.
the most hits by a player in a ly meeting of the fraternity. PresThurston, Clemson; and Frede- Milner Cooper, Jr.; the Walter
single game with five for seven ent officers are Bob Newton, presWASH & WEAR
ric Wolcken, Havertown, Pa.
Merritt Riggs Award won by
against Florida State. He pitch- ident; Hal Jones, vice-president;
Presenting the awards for Joseph Allen Whiteaker; and the
(Continued from Page 1)
ed to a 5—1 record losing only in Joe Burdette, secretary; Hugh
the School of Agriculture was Tau Beta Pi Scholastic Award member of Dr. Werner von the College World Series.
Folk, treasurer; and Dean WineMr. J. B. Cooper. Claude Boyd won by James Bryant.
Braun's staff. He has headed the
Currently Ty is tearing up the sett, pledge chairman.
Loadholt of Fairfax received
In New lyy Tones
In the School of Textiles; the program coordination office in the ACC as far as individual perforthe Alpha Zeta Award, given American Associatiaon of Tex- Development Operations Division, mances are concerned. He also
to the sophomore in Agricul- tile Chemists and Colorists
appears to be the ACC "Road- Taps Payments
Huntersville, Ala. since 1956.
ture having the highest grade Award won by Mack Atkinson;
runner" with some eight stolen
Graduating
in
physics at bases already to his acclaim, an- Due Before Exams
point ratio for the first three the American Association of
The present editor of
semesters.
Textile Technologists Award won Georgetown (Ky.) College, Mr. other first in conference compeTaps, Billy Fort, stated that
Sears - Roebuck
Sophomore by Dan Brewton; the Northern Davis will receive the Doctor of tition.
all who have not paid for
Scholarship,
awarded to the Textile Association Award won Engineering degree. He has worktheir Taps should do so as
sophomore in Agriculture who by Gene Floyd; and the Phi Psi ed with the engineering departsoon
as possible. Those anHEY
DAY
made the highest scholastic aver- Award won by Gene Floyd.
ment of Southern Bell in Atlanta,
nuals which are not paid
(Continued from Page 1)
age as a freshman Sears-Roeand has held the position of DiCollege wide awards were won
for by the beginning of secbuck Scholar, was received by
vision Plant Engineer in Missis- the event, too.
ond semester exams will no
"Hey Days" were hoped to
James Kistler Caughman of Lex- by John McGee, Timmonsville, sippi and Georgia.
32 S. Main St. CE 9-2310
Phi Eta Sigma Award; Ann
longer be reserved, but will
pave
the
way
for
a
greater
stuington.
Sullivan
Haskell,
Clemson,
Phi
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Doctor
of
Textile
Industries
is
be
offered
for
sale.
dent
spirit
which
in
turn
would
Hugh Porter McClimon of
Greer received the Alpha Tau Kappa Phi Award; Rosemary the degree Mr. Erwin will re- improve participation in student
Alpha Scholarship Medal which Clement, Inman, American ceive. A native of North Carolina government, campus elections
goes to the senior in Agricultur- Association of University Wo- and a Clemson graduate, he has and student - faculty relations.
worked as textile engineer with According to several student
al Education having the highest
the Consolidated Textile
Corp. leaders, the first "Hey Days"
scholastic record.
John George Swartzfager of Engineers Should
and as manager of Ella Mills at seemed to be very successful.
Shelby, N. C.
Columbia received the Alexander Contact Advisors
P. and Sydia Anderson FellowIn order to expedite regisship award, given to an outtration for classes in SepNewthonian Society
standing senior who desires to
tember, each Engineering
pursue graduate study in the
student is urgently requestSchedules Final
field of Agriculture.
ed to contact his Faculty
Meeting Of Year
In the School of Architecture
Advisor before he leaves the
Newtonian Society will hold
Architectural Faculty Awards
campus this spring for ap01173 SHiS
the last meeting of the year 3 1 V 1|9|0SJ3 I 1 1 0 d
won by Edward Waugh Dunning
proval of the list of courses
Tuesday in Room 30 of the Main
and Weston Covert Wilhelm; the
he plans to take in the First
1 3 y 0 ■ QI3HB 1 0 W
building. Dr. Gilbert Miller of
Minaret Award won by John
Semester, 1960-61. Faculty
dQjy aB 3 0 1
N 3
the Clemson Math Department
Walton Cooper; the Rudolph E.
Advisors will be available
1 3||V N 3 M 0
N 3 A
will
speak.
Refreshments
will
be
Lee Award won by Frederic Wil1 3 N
for consultation during the
0 H
1
b i
served at the meeting. Bob V
liam Wolcken; the Taylor-Colfirst three days of the exH
0
1
0
H
V
3
i
Clark, president, urges all memquitt Award won by Frederick
amination period.
«3 M! 5N <r TO DM
bers to attend this final session.
William Wolcken; and the South
Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of
Architects
Award.
Awards in the School of Arts
and Sciences: the Arnold Boyd
11
10
8
9
12
1
3
4
5
2
DOWN
ACROSS
English Award won by John
«
'
Michael Johnson; the Chemi1. Shorty
1. What one does
13
cal Rubber Company Physics
2. Jinx
to dice,
breeze,
pool
3. He wrote
Award won by Miles Melvin
"
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A Dance Will Be Held Saturday
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7. This lack is
nearly fatal
13. This carrier
is no pigeon
14. N. V. State
college for gals
15. Scott chick
16. Grid quorum
17. Fish found
in the tide
18. Soggy
characters
20. The utmost,
best
21. Get a model
and shape it
23. Dated without
the D.A.
24. Lore rearranged
in USSR
25. What politicians
should be
27. Flattened at
the poles
29. Near (dial.)
30. Spliced
31. They're off
the shoulder
84. Goad, pointedly
38."
Above
All"
39. You'll feel
coolness in Kool
40. Dig it, man
42. Cannibalized
43. The music goes
round and round
45. A Guinness,
- please
46. A square's
musical
Instrument
47. Keep it under
your coat
48. Moonshine
source yet
49. Possible
bachelorhood
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4. What it takes
to know one
5. Baby sit
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7. Where you feel!
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smoothness
(2 words)
8. House additions
9. The soul of
the French
10. Mexican
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11. The French
Sinatra
12. Kind of bar;
with mustache
cups?
19. Id est's
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22. Merrills
24. What you're
growing every
minute
26.
a keg
28. Honey child
31. Flying delivery
service
32. When your
tells you it's
time for a change,
make it Kool
33. Wagner opera
35. Get a carton
of Kool from
your,
86. Le dernier crl
37. Is choosy
41. Clean, cool,
smooth
44. Half a dollar
45. Gardner-variety
gal
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Junior-Senior Features Eventful Weekend
•*•••••••*••••*•*••

***•••*••*•*•••**••

Friday's Formal Features Charlie Barnet, Joni Sings Saturday

Banquet To Be Held Saturday Afternoon,
Joni To Sing At Dance, Mother Honored

By JERRY WEMPE
A selection for "Mother of the Purple" — will present his All- Victor.
Tiger News Writer
Year" was determined by secret Stars at tonight's dance.
Joni James began her show
Charlie Barnet began his mu- business career as a dancer, and
Junior-Senior Dance Weekend ballot. Tiger Brotherhood memwill witness many notable events. bers chose from among the many sical career at the age of six- not a singer. However, her dancAmong these will be the featur- letters that mother which seem- teen. He later broke off his ing career came to a close when
ing of two nationally billed art- ed most deserving according to family relations and despite she underwent surgery for apists, who, it is hoped, will pro- the recommending letter's con- parental objections, chose to pendicitis.
continue his career in the jazz
With a dancing career sidevide a variety of entertainment. tent.
cradle of New Orleans.
lined, Joni developed a singing
Tonight's dance is spotlighting Miss Taps was selected from
His interpretation of
modern act. A warm response to her
Charlie Barnet, his sax, and his the seven finalists for Homecomjazz was considered revolutionary "throaty" singing spurred her
orchestra. Featured at tomorrow ing Queen. Selection is made by
and he soon organized a group of on and in 1952, barely six
night's dance will be the new the Taps Senior Staff. The Taps
his own. His exciting and original weeks after its release, her renSenior
Staff
also
seleccts
Mrs.
"Miss America of Music", Joni
recordings caught on and the dition of "Why Don't You BeJames, who is no less worthy of Taps. Selection is made from
biographical sketches and pictures Charlie Barnet orchestra became lieve Me" made the number one
recognition in her own right.
well known nationally.
spot on every poll.
submitted to Taps.
Added to tonight's festivities
Now a veteran of two decades Since that time the reputation of
will be the Tiger Brotherhood's
Charlie Barnet — expert saxo- in the band business, this jazz Joni James has soared and she
presentation of "Mother of the phonist, revolutionist in modern maestro has made albums with has established herself as a leadYear." Also presented will be jazz and compiler of such favor- such recording companies as Cap- ing vocalist on almost every popthe Taps selecction for Miss ites as "Charleston" and "Deep itol, Columbia, Decca and RCA- ularity and sales chart.
Taps and Mrs. Taps.
A Saturday notable will be the
Junior-Senior Banquet. It is to be
held in the college dining hall tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. William
Tate, Dean of Men at the University of Georgia, will speak on
the subject "1975."
Junior-Senior Banquet prices
Shown above are Performers billed for this years' Junior- James. This years dance weekend promises to be one of the
By FRED BISHOP
leans school Barnet organized a name for himself as one of the
are
set at $3.50 for juniors wishSenior dance weekend. At the left is Jazz specialist Charlie most spectacular ever. (Tiger Special Photo)
Tiger Feature Editor
group of his own, wrote and ar- top sax men in the country.
ing
favors;
$3.00
for
seniors
Barnet while on the right is the popular soft singing Joni
Besides his many repeat enwishing favors and who did not Throughout the years the name ranged their entire book and
attend last year; and $2.00 for of Charlie Barnet has been assoc- headed for the road—any road gagements in the world's famous
juniors and
seniors
without iated with every phase of popu- where the band could show its and foremost entertainment spots,
Barnet has contributed many
favors. Those seniors who attend- lar American music. Born in Man- All Stars.
ed last year and who bought fav hatten of a socially prominent Right from the jump, Barnet's musical milestones during his fabors may attend free. The above and wealthy family, Barnet end- interpretation of modern jazz was ulous career as evidenced by his
prices hold for those attending ed his childhood existence and considered revolutionary — ten albums on RCA-Victor, Verve,
embarked on his musical career years ahead of its time. As Bar- Everest, Crown, Capitol, Columwith or without dates.
at the age of sixteen.
net puts it "we most decidedly bia and Decca. His album made
Block tickets for the dances
Having decided definitely, to
with Norman Granz, creator of
Joni James' dramatic arrival joined the Park District Drama- ary enabled Joni to take a pri- show business, now, not four are $6.50. Tickets for the formal continue his chosen career, fore- did not fit in the potted palm
the famed jazz at eh Philharmonrooms
and
more
often
than
not
on the national entertainment tic Club, a civic enterprise noted vate dancing lesson one day a years later, was the time to give Friday night are selling for
going familuy plans of a more we wound up with the pots on our ic is on the Verve label and
scene was heralded in the fall of for its work with the children of week.
it a try. Moreover, he was set- $3.50. Tickets for
Saturday's
with such tunes as "Deep Pur1952 by her sensational M.G.M. re- Chicago's teeming South Side. At Bowen High School, where ting up a troupe for a summer semi-formal are $4.00. It should conventional nature, Barnet went heads!"
"Southern Fried' and
cording of "Why Don't You Be- Joni enjoyed dramatic work from she was a student, dark haired, tour of Canadian exhibitions be pointed out that the dances south for a study of his subject At first the Barnet crew had a ple",
in New Orleans—the birthplace of rough time of making it, but they "Charleston Alley", has become
lieve Me." Barely six weeks after the start, but best of all she liked diminutive Joni was extremely and fairs. . . .and would Joni
are open to everyone and are Jazz.
were steadily gaining an enthus- a top favorite and it looks like it
its release it had skyrocketed to and did the dance segments that popular. She organized a ballet be interested?
Disappointed with the lack of iastic audience with the younger will become a perennial favorite
the number one spot on every pop- many of the children's plays em- club, was a feature writer for the Indeed, Joni was! And for thir- not just for juniors and senadvancement in the New Or- set and Barnet was making a now and in the years to come.
ularity and sales chart, and Joni bodied. She decided, when twelve, school newspaper and sang in the teen weeks she did a solo in iors.
was being hailed as the new "Miss that she would like to study danc- school glee club. After school Scheherezade. Then she returned
America of Music!"
ing seriously. But private lessons hours, during her last two years to Chicago. Joni's mother hoped
On the wings of "Why Don't were far beyond the means of at Bowen, she earned money mod- that she would quit dancing now
You Believe Me" and her sub- her mother, a widow with three eling shoes, hosiery and hair and that she would find "that nice
sequent top-selling records, Joni other children — all younger than styles — and diligently continued fellow" and get married.
was being booked and rebook- Joni — to feed and clothe.
with her dance lessons.
There were lots of nice fellows
ed into one after another of the
When one of Chicago's leading It was during this time that around for Joni. The trouble was,
nation's leading cafes and theatres — Blinstrub's in Boston, instructors in ballet suggested Joan Carmella Babbo became Joni still wanted to dance. She
Pittsburgh's Copa Club, Ciro's that Joni's talent might win her Joni James. The "Joni" resulted auditioned for Dorothy Hild,
in Miami, Montreal's Seville The- a scholarship with the famed from a typographical error in her choreographer and producer of
tre, La Vie En Rose and the Children's Civic Drama Group, school paper, and the "James" shows for the Edgewater Beach
Paramount Theatre in vNew Joni hopefully applied. Audition- was bestowed by the modeling Hotel, and got a job in a new
production.
York, the Chicago Theatre and ing for the casting director, she agency.
was "in" before she had danced Joni was graduated from Bo- Then, two days before the start
, Ciro's in Hollywood.
wen High in 1948. As a result of of rehearsal, the event occurred
It all adds up to a lot of success her way through one number.
for a 23-year-old girl who, upon At thirteen, when manpower her work on the school paper that was to sweep Joni to the pinher graduation from high school was scarce because of the war, I she was offered a journalism nacles of show business success
five years ago, turned down a Joni got a special permit to work scholarship at DeKalb University. more quickly than she had ever
scholarship in journalism in or- in a bake shop after school. Only But dancing still came first with dreamed possible — but as a voder to try for a career in show four feet eleven inches tall (she's Joni!
calist not as a dancer!
Forthrightly, she decided to
business — as a dancer, not five one now) Joni couldn't possi. . .It was an attack of apbly work behind the counter, so see Ernie King, noted Chicago pendicitis.
a singer!
Born Joan Carmella Babbo in she was put to decorating wed- dance producer, and ask him
Joni was rushed to a hospital
Chicago on September 22, 1930, ding cakes and packing cookies for his advice, Mr. King told and underwent surgery. Her reJoni was nine years old when she for overseas shipment. The sal- her if her heart was set on cuperative period was lengthy,
and her doctor cautioned her to
go easy on dancing.
So Joni developed an act which
featured singing. Only as a temporary measure, she thought.
Only until the doc said it was
okay to return to a full dancing
routine.
Although she had done some
singing in high school (she was a
coloratura soprano), Joni
had
never been interested in singing.
The only real practice she had
ever had was harmonizing with
her sister Clara while washing
dishes. . . .Of course, there had
been her uncle Fuiro Babbo who
had appeared several times at the
famed La Scala Opera, just a few
miles from the Babbo birthplace
in Abbruzzi, Italy. And there was
her uncle Jimmy Cheroso, six
years older than Joni, who had
several times been a "super" in
Chicago operas. . .but that was
the extent of it.
Shortly after leaving the hospital Joni played her first club date
singing and dancing — and the
response to her warm, throaty
voice was so enthusiastic that she
was virtually compelled to continue singing!
As a "single," Joni started
her travels through the Midwest, playing dates in small
towns and hamlets, then to
larger cities. As she traveled,
and gained more experience as
a singer, Joni gradually dropped her dance numbers — concentrating more and more on
the vocalizing which was causing audiences . to applaud for
minutes on end for little unknown Joni James.
Toward the close of 1951 she
returned to Chicago, booked at the
Vine Gardens. But it was an appearance on a local television
At tonight's Taps Junior-Senior sponsors for Taps senior bia for Jim Bragg, office manager; Miss Pat Pearce of Con.
show
that made
Chicagoans staff members will be (first row, left to right) Miss Suzanne verse and Columbia for Alwym Brown, features editor; (third
aware of Joni. She sang but one Sifly of Converse and Orangeburg for Billy Fort of Sumter, row) Miss Eleanor Goodlet of Greenville for Johnny Sims,
Sponsors for CDA members for the weekend will be (first row, left to right) Miss Sandra song on the program — and over- editor; Mrs. Fairalene Gallup of Sumter for Eddie Gallup, classes editor; Miss Margie Herbert of Columbia College and
Browning of Columbia College for Tom McTeer, vice-president; Miss Betty McDonald from night the Windy City developed a business manager; Mrs. Myrna Dixon of St. George for Julian Greenwood for Jerry Fuller, photo editor; Miss Kathleen Lee
McColl for Ronnie Crow, secretary-treasurer; Miss Jo All of Queens College for Frank legion of Joni James followers.
Dixon, copy editor; Miss Bobbie Lester of Columbia College of Lander and Georgetown for David Rodgers, organizations
Eskridge, publicity (second row) Miss Beverly Bowie of Converse for Frank Clark, DecoraIt remained for the record in- and Pinewood for Corky Lee, activities editor; (second row) editor; Miss Anne Langley of Columbia College and Mt.
tions; Miss Terrel Cook of Converse, for David Poole, floor chairman; Miss Pat Martin of dustry, alert for new and excep- Miss Dotty Eleazer of Brenau College and Charlotte for Bill Pleasant, for Mitch Wells, sports editor. Not pictured is Miss
Clemson for Dave Martin, alternus. Not pictured are Miss Brenda Freeman for Bob Aiken, tional talent, to establish Joni's Wysong, designer; Miss Linda Driggers of Hartsville for Paul Donna Irving of University of North Carolina and Raleigh
placing chairman and Miss Jo Fidler for Erwin Abell, president.
reputation on a national scale.
Wright, advertising manager; Miss Nancy Zeigler of Colum- for Raymond Griffin, designer.

Barnefs Version Of Modern Jazz
Brought World Famous Recognition

Joni James' Desire To Become
Dancer Led To Singing Success
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An Act Of Creation
By JESSE O. ALLEN, in
We know many things in this
day and time, and we understand
to varying degrees many more.
In all fields of endeavor, whether
technological, metaphysical, or
objective, man has traveled fast
and far. Yet there are also many
things in this era of spaceships
and atomic power that we do not
understand. Several phenomena
that man has been aware of since
the daybreak of history remain
completely incomprehensible to
him.
The author will deal for a moment with just one of these observations that man cannot understand: the phenomenon of his
need for self-expression through
creative and artistic mediums.
Man first noticed this need thousands of years ago in the caves
when he first realized himself to
be a highly developed and sensitive animal.
Looking back into this dim,
vague time of man's "coming
out" period, we see him as an organized, uncultured, and unsystematic brute, occupied only with
: is own desires. (Man is largely
ils even today, incidently.)
. .bout ninety per cent of the cave. lan's time was consumed in the
■rocurement of food and the aci ual maintenance of life. We know
that as he used this time, he also made technical progress. We
imow this, because WE are here
■ iday. We understand it, because
e are progressing today just as
2 did then, and for the same ream — that of necessity. The cavelan, however, had several activi3S that were not born of necessy. He did not do these things in
.- °lf defense or while searching
or food. One of the most outaning of these actions was that,
pon occasion, he crawled deep
ick into narrow caverns all
lone, and there in the depths of
ie earth his preoccupations were
uite strange compared to his
orfaoe habits. With rudely fashined torches lighting the tiny
arthen rooms, he lay on his back
• sing a blunt, frayed stick for a
rush, and with strange mixtures
rl clay and organic matter, he
tainted pictures on the ceilings
- pictures of the life and hapsnings around him. He had no
iea why he did it; he just exsrienced satisfaction from doing
, and continued. Man has patot1 ever since, and although he
ill experiences
satisfaction
•om It, he doesn't know why —
3t.

What stirred in the soul of
those savages? What caused the
iirst one of them who did so to
paint some crude symbols on a
flat piece of stone and to tenderly pass it on to his neighbor, thus
giving birth to the first literary
work? We may never know.
Prom the cavemen to the prespnt, man has continued to create
-rtistically. People in every land
and age have sung, danced, painted or carved, and have written
music, poetry, plays, and stories;
or, have just sat and "whittled on
a stick." Still, they had to create. In every one of these lands
and ages, some member of society wondered. He wondered why
these things were so. After setting bis thoughts and questions
down on stone, wood, or paper,

he died without the answer.
The Egyptians built the pyramids, and wondered why. The
Greeks sang, wrote, and compiled their immortal culture, and
wondered why. Finally, modern
Kingdoms shouldered up into civilization — Italy, Prance, Spain,
Russia, and of course England,
and ascended the flights of history
creating artistically and never understanding just why.
We, here in America, believe
that we have the mightiest nation on earth. It is the richest,
most active, and in the best
health. We also have the most
fluent, flexible, and expressive
language on earth. We have the
best and most abundant artistic
creations of any age, and we are
constantly adding to the supply,
but we do not know why. We
know only that we are driven to
it, that we must serve our neighbors, our hopes, and our future.
We, in America, strive to promote
this urge to create, not only artistically with carbon and paint, but
also physically with steel,
concrete, and fiber.
Our greatest steps toward
achieving this goal are our education and our freedom. First, we
enlighten; then we allow the enlightened to go forth illuminating
the land. We educate our children, our people, and ourselves.
We open these minds, and we
teach them what went before and
what may come after. We blend
the technological advances of today with the cultural advances of
yesterday, spice it with the love
of an eternity and bring it forth
in one vast panorama of imagery. All of mankind's activity
since the cavemen began painting
merges into one mass, and we
call it knowledge — knowledge
given us by our education — the
education bequeathed us because
sometime, somewhere, man was
compelled away from the necessities of life, to go off by himself
to think, paint, and build.
This we aspire for American
education to be. This, we demand,
is our American system of higher
education. This is why we are at
Clemson, supposedly. At least,
we ARE here. Some of us wanted to come, some did not, others
were merely indifferent. Many of
us are not interested in artistic
creation as such, but we will never escape the effect that it has
wrought upon our lives. Whether
we are aware of it or not, (remember, our ancestors in the
caves were not) we answer its
call every day. Few of us will
write a novel or paint a great
picture, but many of us will plan
cloth patterns, draw blueprints,
and outline beautiful cities. We
never stop to think how we are
able to do these things, we just
take them for granted.
When we leave Clemson, the
process will continue as of old,
because we will then
begin
spreading our inheritance of light
across our land. We must do this,
for it is our life; it is our nation's life, and it is mankind's
life. We shall travel forward, and
we need not do it by blind instinct as did our ancestors. With
the accumulated knowledge and
inspiration that we have at our
fingertips, we may allow the undefined flame to grow, and we
(Continued on Page 3-B)

By WILLIAM H. BENNETT
The wind and the ocean axe
the parents of every grain of
sand, and the guiding, shaping,
and cumulative forces that eternally work together toward one
end—the creation of the dunes.
Mother Ocean harbors each
minute grain within her depths,
and shapes it as a living mother
shapes her unborn child within
her womb. And, when she completes her guiding and molding
in the mother-child relationship
and can do no more for the
grains of sand, she is compelled
to give up her children. She does
this sometimes without an outward show of passion for her loss,
sometimes with a slightly violent
temper, but, always unwillingly,
she tenderly scoops them up from
their undersea cradle, and deposits them upon the damp, burning strand; henceforth, to be
guided, shaped and temporarily
put to toil by their Father, tiie
restless, determined wind.
Father Wind is less gentle with
them, for each tiny grain of sand
is tossed and turned and abraded
until it touches upon destruction.
And then, like the incarnated father, the wind slackens and is
peaceful, but only intermittentiy;
for the abrasive moving and
molding must continue until each
grain of sand is ready to take its
place with its many brothers, to
their destiny—the forming of the
dunes.
Tte prolific wind and water
never cease their reproductive
cycle, and when Mother Ocean
gives up her children to the wind,
the restless, nomadic grains of
sand collide, rebound and start
again as Father Wind forces them
over, around and down a thousand different paths and continually heaps them upward into shifting, moving forms. Thus, togeth-

The Sound Is Gone
By T. C. WHEELER
Sammy sat quietly to a large
easy chair, staring at the golden trumpet which lay just within reach of his bandaged hand.
He wondered how such a thing
could have happened to him. Just
a few short months ago, he had
been sitting on top of the world
and now he was nothing. Hadn't
he placed third to the last Playboy Jazz Poll The reviewers had
said he was the reincarnation of
the old Bix himself. "A real
future," they had said. Sammy
didn't think so now. In fact, all
he had now was a past. Only
a past now that the sound was
gone.
The whole thing had started
back in January, when Phil suggested that all of the boys get
together and hold a session up
to the mountains somewhere. It
was a great idea, we would be
able to get to a little playing
without the usual squares hanging around, and it would be
good to get away from the old
grind at the club. Phil organized the whole thing, even
got
around and contacted all of the
boys. Bill Fend said that he had
a brother-in-law who was manager of a cheap little hotel up to
the Blue Ridge somewhere. He

said he thought he could get him
to cut the rates as it was the
off season for tourists. What else
did they need, everything was
set. Everyone Was going, twenty-six in all, including
Max
White. Max was the sort
of
guy they all felt sorry for as
he had lost his right hand in an
accident, just as he was getting
pretty good on the piano.
The big weekend finally arrived. They all piled into the cars
and caravaned off. They had all
been in a good mood for the
big gig, and when it started to
snow, someone remarked that it
would keep the hicks off their
backs, thus making it look like
they would really have a ball.
When they finally got to the
old run down hotel, everyone wanted to start with the
sessions. That first night was
really great, everyone
seemed to move together as one united body. Sammy had never felt
like this before. He had seemed
to move out of himself and into the brass curves and valves
of his horn. It was as if he were
floating out into the air inside
the little sound globes of the
notes as they poured out of the
flare of the horn. He knew he
had finally hit it. He had become

Concerning Automobiles

By MARK STEADMAN
"The Grapes of Wrath" brought
a thought to me today, like a
good book. It really does seem to
be the ignorant and the lowly who
best understand the mechanistic
aspect of America, the threat of
it and the intimidation. Tom Joad
working on the Dodge, underneath, unscrewing bolts, and
cutting his hands. There's the
man who really appreciates Detroit. Crawl under, and look up at
the dirty, black, greasy underside
of the thing. The side most of
the people who buy the cars, the
new cars, never know about.
er, they forever build the dunes. Trouble is Joads probably aren't
so deeply philosophical as SteinAnd yet, from time to time (as beck thinks.
it is with the human kind), Moth- It's funny though. Engineers in
er Ocean will demand that Fath- Detroit — the creators of the
er Wind return her children to thing — rush out the new models
her, and the mighty forces of to the Rotarians, and the Legionwind and water will struggle once naires with their open mouths,
again for control of the tiny and cigar's smoldering between
grains of sand. Together to a tur- their fingers. They're struck by
bulent and tempestuous mood, the wonder of it all. Applaud the
they will destroy, to a moment of Senator from Georgia as he rolls
madness, the great, defenseless out the phrases "national econodunes that they had so carefully my," "mass production," cliches
created during their cohabitation- now indubitably. And never even
al cycle of the building of the know. Not really so important
after all. And the sweating, dirty
dunes.
constituency who have to get un• •••**••*

The Dune Builders

The Short Reign Of Prince Adollus The 4th
By JESSE O. ALLEN, HI,
Last Chapter Summary: My
childhood friend, Don Davis,
caught his fourth and final
"pet" alligator. The alligator
was quite different, as alligators go, and soon escaped
from his pen in order to spend
the day asleep on Don's mother's bed. Don enjoyed this,
and came to love the 'gator
very much. Hence, he picked
tiie most royal name that he
could find, and named him
Prince Adolfus the 4th. This
had an even more adverse effect upon fee 'gator, and in
the next chapter we will see
him becoming more and more
radical.

der the things on hot Sunday
afternoons,
in
their buttonup shirts and Sears Roebuck suits,
and look at the tarry stinking
underneath of Detroit's miraclebelieving all the hokum. Wedging
in one burned out bearing, replacing one broken motor mount
brings you closer to the great,
greasy, pulsing heart of America,
the American way, the American
dream, than all the talk in the
world, than all the fourth of July
picnics that are a memory now.
But that really isn't the funny
part. The funny part is the efficiency of those Detroit draftsmen,
turning out marvels of frictionless, or minimal-friction, automaticness, and at the same time
making life unbearably complicated for the God, and man, forsaken churl, who has got, somehow, to find a way to cope with
the thing with his own two hands
and retarded mind. There should
be an ounce or two of compassion
hereabouts, but the ludicrousness
of the thing is pretty much overwhelming. The forgotten man. The
forgotten da Vinci almost. Civilization has him pretty well loaded
down now. There is almost no
choice left now, and soon will be
none. What a complicated chinch
it has all become.

a part of the golden instrument
that night, and it was only a
matter of time until he hit the
top. He had found the Sound.
When it was over that night,
he went up to his room with
his head to the clouds. Everyone had congratulated him. He
knew he had been good because
no one had criticized even the
smallest part of his playing.
When this happens, you have
really put it on.
It had been a long drive and
an equally long night, and he was
a tired boy when he stepped from
the shower. He didn't see the soap
lying there as he reached for
the towel. Phil and Max found
him sitting on the floor holding
his right hand clutched against
his chest, all four fingers broken.
They phoned a doctor to the
nearby town. He told them to try
and set the bones as soon as possible, and that he would be up
to look at it as soon as the road
was passable. They did
just
what the doctor told them, and
the next day when he arrived
behind the snowplow, he praised the work, and said the hand
would be as good as new in a
couple of months.
Well, the couple of months have
come and gone, but Sammy still
sits to his two by four room,
staring at a useless trumpet and
a scrapbook full of reviews. He
still couldn't see how it had happened. When Phil had taken hold
of the broken fingers and pulled
them out to set them straight,
he had cried out, then bit down
with all of his strength. The only thing wrong was that twothirds of his tongue had been
between his teeth when he bit.
Now the sound was literally gone.

The Murderer
By CURTIS SANDERS
I wondered if anyone knew yet
It had been four days, but I was
still a nervous wreck. The body
was beginning to smell, and I
knew I had to get it out of the
apartment. How? How? Dammit,
how? Completely exhausted from
thought and nervous tension I
collapsed in my chair and glanced down at the bar across the
street.
Then I saw him. He had just
pulled up to the apartment house
and was getting out of his car. His
badge glittered in the bright sun
almost as if to taunt me, I knew
he had come after me.
But I hadn't meant to kin him.
He had always been cute —
I cracked my door so that I
could hear him. He came in the
front, and I could hear him talktog with the landlady. That old
bitch must have enjoyed telling
them where I was. I always hated
her anyway.
I heard the footsteps on the
stairs. I started counting —
ONE.., TWO..., THREE
FOUR.. — i remembered that
there were eighteen steps; nine
for each half-level.
I had already prepared myself
— FIVE ..., SIX .. ..SEVEN...
I quiekly put the chair under
the rope that I had tied to the
light fixture.
EIGHT ..., NINE ... He was
at the half-level.
TEN .... ELEVEN
TWELVE ... I knew they would
catch me anyway.
THIRTEEN . .., FOURTEEN,
FIFTEEN, How? So quickly!
SIXTEEN
SEVENTEEN ..., EIGHTEEN ... As I
stepped off the chair I realized I
was sorry for what I had done.
I hadn't meant to kill him. He
had always been cute — even as
a pup.
NINETEEN ..., TWENTY. .,
TWENTY-ONE ... He hadn't
stopped—.
End.

picture he made as he sidled
down the streets of our
home
town, head and tail erect, red
collar gleaming, toes twinkling in
the sunlight, and Don, with the
leash over his arm, in tow.
I had begun to love Prince
Adolfus myself by then, and I
went out of my way to be kind
to him and to attend his evening
strolls. He gradually came to fully
accept me, and he would frequently glance at me and smile
or wink so that I felt needed.
Just as he was accepting me, and
relenting enough of his vanity to
allow me the chance of really
getting close to him and exploring his true soul and mind, we
took him to school with us, and
I am to be forever haunted for
my participation in that deed.
Prince Adolfus' personality became more extreme as time went In our High School, Don and I
on, and it was increased ten-fold had a third period Biology class
the day Don taught him to ride together. The teacher in this class
the "scooter." Don had a red was one, Mr. Robinson. This genCushman motor-scooter which had tleman was a very different pera small floorboard between the son of no small means. He was
engine and the front wheel. One well respected in the community,
morning Don taught Adolfus to a bachelor, and a dedicated man.
crouch across this floorboard with He was lightly built, middle aged,
his tail extended out one side, and and he loved flowers and plants
his head out the other. As there above everything else. Mr. Robinwasn't room for his feet and son was a gentle man, but a
Adolfus both, Don rode with his nervous one. He had a habit of
feet braced up on the handlebars. pacing the floor when lecturing,
In this manner, Don soon was and of gesturing with an old yardtaking Adolfus for long rides in stick at drawings on the blackthe country, explaining all the board. For some reason the stuthings that they saw, and philo- dent body never held him in the
sophizing all the way. Adolfus esteem that he richly deserved
would hold his nose into
the and, deplorably, he often became
breeze, sniffing much as a dog the object of certain small pracwould have done, and fairly in- tical jokes, if not outright sadism.
hale the new existence. With his Don and I never took part in any
this, and loving Biology as we
scope and worldly contact in- of
did, we were very polite and recreased thusly, Adolfus soon became unmanageable by all save served in his classes.
Don himself. He swaggered here One Friday Mr. Robinson toand there, actually
snubbing formed the class that on the foleveryone, and it is said that he lowing Monday we each would
even sneered at different individ- bring to school a Biology project.
uals. I couldn't say about that, This could consist of possibly a
shells,
for I am happy to relate that I butterfly collection, sea
had become the only other person rocks, worms, or a report in
alive that Adolfus would associate some related field. Instantly our
with besides Don. As a direct re- alert glances met across the
sult of these outings, Don was room, and Don and I knew withobliged to purchase Adolfus a gor- out a word being spoken what our
geous red leather collar, complete combined project would consist
with registration tag and silver of.
leash. This was because of the Monday morning I met Don in
fact that Adolfus, intoxicated with tiie parking lot. I can recall it all
life as he was, would become like it was yesterday. Don parked
lost in his avid imagination while the scooter, Adolfus hopped off,
on some of these trips, and oc- and we all walked to class tocasionally run completely amuck gether. Since we didn't have
leaving devastation in his wake. Biology until the third period, we
After a few such sorties, it be- took Adolfus to Mr. Robinson's
came the rumor around town that room early. We entered the room
Adolfus had in truth "slipped a and halted at his desk before he
cog" and that he no longer be- looked up. When he finally did
lieved himself to be an alligator, glance up at Adolfus standing at
but rather Don's best friend, as- attention near tiie desk, eyes
sistant, or perhaps really a bro- closed, head and tail in the air,
he leaped to his feet with a
ther.
strangled wheeze and hissed,
After listening to such disgust- "What is that!"
ing stories for a few weeks, Don "That sir, is our Biology projbecame angry and decided to put ect," we claimed.
Adolfus' values to the test. So, White as a sheet and clutching
one evening they mounted the the back of the chair for strength
scooter and made their way to to regain his voice, Mr. Robinson
the city zoo. Lounging along to a stated briefly, "Get it out of
most casual manner, discussing here!"
the different sights as he led the We gently explained that we
way, Don lured poor Adolfus couldn't, that it was our project.
around a sharp corner
and He then said that we could have
brought him face to face with a credit for it, but in the name of
cage teeming full of his forlorn God to remove the thing. We
captive relatives. One may well would have taken poor Adolfus
imagine what a shock it must home then, but unfortunately the
have been. Adolfus, however, gave bell rang, and we were forced to
no sign whatsoever, not even one attend first period. Casting apprefacial expression, and after con- hensive glances at Adolfus all the
sidering the unfortunates care- while, Mr. Robinson said that we
fully for a moment, sauntered on could leave him to an old tank
to the next cage. Don followed to against the wall, that contained
silent subjection, and never again nothing but water, and retrieve
suffered any illusions as to the him after school. Therefore, we
share of his life the 'gator owned. deposited him in the tank, placed
He knew that any living thing, his lunch beside it (a five pound
human or otherwise, that could bag of hand chopped and packed
understand an associate so ab- fresh young calf livers), hung his
stractly that it would forsake its leash on the wall, and departed.
whole upbringing just to adopt a Adolfus submerged gracefully
new existence under the guidance to the bottom, did a few experiof its ideal, is wonderful. He knew mental gymnastics, and then al
also that if this same being, when lowed his lazy gaze to come to
forced to stand in public face to rest upon Mr. Robinson who was
face with all that it once was, staring in utter horror from a dis>
could possess the depth of grace tance. Immediately his eyes nar
and strength to pass on serenely rowed, and his countenance bethat it must be truly divine. Don's came a study of concentration.
life changed that day, and he and Soon, drifting slowly up to the
his companion's meaning to each glass and peering through, his
other surpassed all human under- eyes suddenly beamed sheer and
standing.
unbridled belligerence and an
Before long, Don began taking asinine smile played across his
Adolfus to parties. At these Adol- snarling features. Who can say
fus would usually reside upon tiie what it is that makes one enter
refreshment table very mannerly, a room, or walk down a street,
taking only an occasional sip and upon seeing or meeting some
from tiie "spiked" punch bowl. person, abruptly shudder with haAs the party became gayer, Adol- tred for them? Even in this enfus usually did likewise. He was lightened era, we don't know all
a very clever imitator and always the psychological answers. It
observed closely when Don danc- could have been that Adolfus had
ed with his girl. Although he had just realized that Mr. Robinson
tact enough not to join the "hu- felt no love for him, and didn't
man" festivities, he would cavort enjoy his company, or it could
about the punch table with tiie have been something else. . . .we
most smug and secretive look at- will never know. Whatever it was.
tainable on his face and, as the to that instant Adolfus loathed
fun progressed, more than one Mr. Robinson with all of his heart,
person wondered profoundly at soul, and mind, as I suppose only
his innermost thoughts.
alligators can hate. When he
Adolfus would never have it backed away from the glass and
known that he would stoop to lapsed into his normal unconcerncopying anyone, but he certainly ed and conceited expression the
must have profited from these die was cast, and fate placed
parties to some extent, for it was Prince Adolfus the 4th in the cold
soon after their third party to- hands of destiny.
gether that he first unveiled his Don and I returned to Mr. Robstilted and reckless method of inson's room at 11:00 for Biology.
motivation. He progressed with Neither of us gave Adolfus any
back ramrod stiff, rolling along thought because the lesson of the
on the balls of his feet very day was a dramatic lecture on
daintily, and keeping his head and the structural composition of plant
tail lifted high in tiie air. He stems.
usually had his eyes closed and Soon enough, Mr. Robinson was
a trace of a leer on his lips. The pacing the floor and gesturing
p itself bore a close resem- wildly at a lewd display of colorblance to a Latin-American Cha ed chalk drawings on the blackCha, or perhaps the American board. It was in the fall of the
"Bunnyhop." I wefl remember tiie year, and he was wearing a hea-

vy leather jacket because of faulty heating. Before long, he tired
of pacing and stopped to lean
upon the old fish tank against
the wall. While he was resting by
the tank, continually gesturing toward the blackboard and expounding the merits of a herbacious
stem, a faint ripple stirred the
surface of the water, and my
blood ran cold.
Employing all the ponderous
and malicious dignity of an allian submarine surfacing, Adolfus made his appearance. Raising his head carefully, he surveyed his domain with obvious distaste. Now, Adolfus had a splendid mind and an abundance of
determination. He had decided
that Mr. Robinson wasn't a suitable person to have in his pre- >
sence, and he felt it imperative
that Mr. Robinson become aware
of this fact. Arriving at this conclusion, and feeling that certain
primitive actions of which he was
capable would serve quite nicely
in this capacity, he proceeded.
Gliding stealthily forward, glittering eyes darting about for the '
least sign of awareness or alarm
from bis prey, he made his approach run. The victim continued
to speak and gesture right up to
the end, blissfully unaware of impending disaster. Don and I sat
transfixed with horror. We were
stifled with the fear that Adolfus
would miss.
Showing appalling accuracy and
timing, Adolfus clamped onto Mr.
Robinson's resting elbow with the
vigor of a bear trap. Uttering a
shuddering shriek • that echoed
through the building for minutes
afterwards, Mr. Robinson slung
his yardstick across the room and
tried to run. At this, Adolfus
started backing water furiously
while munching amiably on the
captive's elbow.
Mr. Robinson whirled, all the
while yodeling likek a banshee,
braced his feet against the side of
the tank, and struggled with the
intensity of a rabbit in a weasel's grip. This maneuver evidently pleased and amused Adolful immensely, for he ceased back '
ing water and with fiercely grinning lips began to roll rapidly
over and over churning the water
into foam, just as his ancestors
did ages ago. The strenuous activity was telling on the jacket,
for it was exhibiting signs of
wear at the seams. Undaunted,
Adolfus shifted gears, changed
direction, and increased speed.
The class seemed to be enjoying the proceedings irregardless
of cost, and was cheering, shouttog encouragement, and giving
High School yells
all for Adolffus. Finally this caused Mr. Robinson to abandon all rational endeavor, and to scream, moan, cry,
whine, and to make himself generally obnoxious before all concerned.
At last entered the hero. The
classroom door burst open, and
an impassioned Miss J. Z. Fitzpatrick, our Principal, galloped
to the rescue. Absorbing the situation at a glance (the silent,
studious class; the sobbing, straining, and incoherent Mr. Robinson) she roared, "Mutiny, murder!" and leaped into the affray.
Grabbing a short piece of steel
pipe from the apparatus table, she
belabored valiantly to the left and
to the right, laying waste to the
ranks of the enemy. Unhappily,
Mr. Robinson was held fast in
the line of fire, and being unable
to dodge, became the enemy as
often if not more than Adolfus
did. Before the issue could be decided, the sleeve tore out of the
jacket with a satisfying rip, and
both seasoned forces retired from
the field. Adolfus, by sinking like
a smirking oblong brick; Miss
Fitzpatrick and Mr. Robinson, by
sprawling on the floor in a most
unbecoming manner.
Things picked up after that, and
events drew to a rapid head. None
of the class had moved from their
seats during the turmoil and were
consequently innocent. Momentarily, as the teacher and principal
were being aided, Don and I enabled Adolfus to make good his
escape by pitching him bodily
out the window. We were instantly collared and placed in solitary confinement in the Principal's
Office, pending investigation.
There, we were later sentenced
to a weeks suspension from
school. In the late afternoon, one
of our classmates threw a note in
the window saying that Adolfus
had been overtaken loping up the
highway; that he had been grappled with, overpowered, and hustled away to the principal's black
sedan — no one knew to what destination or fate. The note also
said that rumors were rampant,
and flitting through the school
like bats. Here and now must
dispel two of the very worst:
First, Mr. Fobinson's arm wasn't
ground off at the shoulder, it
was only lacerated severely from
the shoulder down. Second,
Adolfus wasn't rabid; he was
merely taking the only course of
action that his proud and fine
conscience would allow him.
Upon our release from confinement that evening, we discovered
from
a heavyhearted
crowd
around the flag pole what doom
had befallen our comrade.
He had been dragged bodily off,
tried, convicted and executed All
this in one hearing by an unjust,
tyrannical, and blackhearted faculty. He had been treated as a
(Continued on Page 3-B)
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The Rising Of The Sun
By JOHN P. RUGHEIMER, JR.

*******************

The sun was just beginning to
creep over the horizon, its rays
gently brushing the cumulus
clouds hanging low over the
small fishing village, along the
edge of Tankan Bay, on the coast
of Japan.
As his caged cricket chirped a
cheery reveille, Tamuro Yashigura, the son of an elderly couple
who made their sole living foraging the tidal basins for fish,
awoke with an unusual happiness. Today, the first day of November, was his eleventh birthday.
As he lay on his small mattress
of straw, Tarn, as he was often
called, gazed out over the window sill, over the mountains to
the West, and thought of his recent experience. The thought
haunted him constantly.
The night before, as he was unrolling his little straw mat in
preparation for bed, Tarn was
thinking of the same thing. He
thought of his favorite sport,
which was almost an obsession
with him; baseball. Only a few
weeks ago, he had taken a trip
to Yokohama with his father,
who wanted to buy some cheap
twine to restring his fishing nets. *********
While they were in the city, filled near the freshly-cut grasses of
with the sounds familiar to all the outfield. They were seated
city - dwellers but unfamiliar to next to a neat-looking young
Tarn, his father had taken him man of about twenty-two. Tam
to an exhibition baseball game noticed that the man had a huge,
between the Yokohama team and white cast on his left leg. In the
seat near him, he had placed his
a touring American team.
It was in the huge, steel Muni- shiny crutches to assure them
cipal Stadium that Tam realized safekeeping.
for the first time how much he As the game progressed, Tarn's
actually wanted to play baseball. father, not knowing much about
He was obsessed and this obses- the game, struck up a conversasion grew with leaps and bounds. tion with the young man. In the
Everything he saw and heard course of the conversation, he remade him love the sport that vealed that he was a ballplayer
himself, but had fractured a
much more.
Tam and his father were seat- bone in his leg and was no longed in the cheap wooden seats er with a team. Without pausing

*********

began to daydream. He saw himself standing proudly in the center of a gigantic American ball
Park. He heard the crowds yelling boisterously for their favorite
relatives, Tamuro Yashigura, at
the age of eleven, was sent to a
small orphanage at the tip of the
island. This was a tremendous
change to Tam, who was accustomed to life with his parents in
a small hame. He decided to
leave the dreary, crumbling orphanage. "Where will I go?"
Tam said aloud. He had no relatives, friends, or the money to
take him very far, so the idea
was forgotten.

hide and Tam realized this as
soon as he spotted them. His little
sandals patted quietly as he jumped from his crate-top vantage
point and scurried down the dock,
his arms wobbling to and fro
with the awkwardness of youth.
When he neared the huge piles
of rope he skittered to a halt and
surveyed the situation. He finally
decided to hide to be hoisted
aboard the "Shokaku". When the
burly workmen, sweating profusely under the overpowering heat
of the sun, turned once more to
the cargo nets, he bounded quickly to the coil he had chosen,
and with great efforts, fought,
clawed, and twisted his way to
the top of the heavy mass of fiber
and tumbled inside. Tarn's
thoughts pounded relentlessly
through his brain, keeping time
with the thumping of his heart
which threatened to leap from his
body at any moment.

One morning, out on the illkept playground of the children's home, as he and the other
children were playing his favorite game, Tam overheard two of
the older boys talking of some of
the current American players
"That's the answer!'
Tam
thought. "I'll go to America.' His Finally, after .what seemed
dream was actually going to come hours, the winch lowered away
true.
and the large steel hook was
Tam knew that there were slipped through the ring at the
JJUW
many large ships docked at the top of the net which held the last
Naval Yards on Tankan Bay, on- coils of rope, and which in turn
ly a few miles from the orphan- held the frail, little Japanese boy,
age. He decided to try to hide who, by now, was so frightened,
aboard one of the newly-arrived, that he could only close his eyes
and hold his breath.
* ********* ********* grey-green ships.
lor a nreath, the man began to thought and decided that some- After sneaking quietly away Tam felt the huge net clear the
tell Mr. Yashigura the fine points how, someday, he would play this
ground and begin to sway. As the
of the game. Tam listened intent- game in the wonderful land call- from the orphanage early the next hundreds of pounds of rope were
morning and walking a few miles
ed America. "Such a musical in the morning mist creeping in being lifted skyward, Tam was
ly.
As the fellow talked, Tam name," Tam thought.
from the Bay, the mass of large tossed about, skinning his forelearned many things. He had not There had been a great deal of steel vessels, constructed by head, knees, and elbows on the
known that baseball players were talk about America around the many trained hands, came into coarse bands of fiber. Just as
team, the vendors hawking their village recently and also at his Tarn's view. From his position he thought he could bear it no
wares, and the sounds of the small school along the bay. He beneath a small plum tree, Tam longer, the upward motion of the
players as they limbered up be- thought of this also. However, could see about twenty-eight of net slowed and stopped. Then it
fore the game. This would be his his dreams were interrupted as the fleet. He noticed that three started again, only this time, Tam
was going down, not up.
life, as it was now his love.
bis parents came into the small of the ships had no "houses", as
he called them, on their decks. With a heavy thud, the cargo
room
and
congratulated
him
for
Suddenly, the shouts of the specTo Tam, the decks of the three
tators at the Yokohama Stadium becoming eleven years of age on massive ships resembled the ex- net bumped to a halt on the deck.
swelled to a crescendo, drawing such a beautiful mornings. He re- pansive mud flats near his home. This was not the deck Tam had
seen, but another, which was sithim away from his world of fan- ceived no presents.
tasy. He emerged from his deep Later, as they sat cross-legged When he finally reached the uated deep in the hold of the ship.
From his position, Tam heard the
at their low ebony table, Tam cargo-covered main dock, he saw sailors grunting strenuously as
spoke of his desire to play base- many sailors and stevedores hurThe they piled the cumbersome coils
ball in America for a living. "Be rying about their duties.
aboard small, steel carts and
docks
were
filled
to
overflowing
still, my son," said his father,
local citizens who had come rolled them away.
. Moby Dick might be called an character. But white, as Melville ments here shall have no chil- "to talk of such a thing is to talk with
to watch the preparations that
Tarn's heavy, rope-walled tomb
arachnidan book (to use a term failed to point out, has also the dren born to them for the other the way of a fool.' Tam did not
were
taking place. Tam noticed was jolted roughly, placed on one
world,
but,
on
the
contrary,
association
of
purity
and
nobility,
understand his father's strange
thus far overlooked by critics) for
that
many
airplanes
squatted
on
shall
be
followed
by
the
joyreaction to the mention of Amerof the carts, and shuttled quickly
it is a web spun of symbolism. and might have the tendency to
the decks of one of the ships, and
But in spinning his web, Melville soften the aspect of Leviathan childlessness of all hell's des- ica. All of the older people of the more planes were being hoist- down a passageway and into one
guilty village seemed to feel the
of the huge, dark rope lockers
has gotten his foot caught in the despite Melville's allusions to its pair; whereas, some
ed aboard the remaining two.
mortal misries shall still ferstrands and tangled them so that malevolent eye, etc. He appears tilely beget to themselves an same way, but to Tam, America "Japanese products to be sold in where the ropes were stored unthe reader is finally presented to be doing nothing more here eternally progressive progeny of and baseball were quite a chal- America," he thought. After much til they were needed. From this
lenge.
dark room, Tam could hear the
with a penny's worth of morality than making a demand for the
deliberation, he decided to try to
griefs beyond the grave; not at
in a gordon knot of platitude, reader to adhere to his (Mel- all to hint of this, there still
As Tamuro trudged slowly stowaway on one of the ships be- men wrestling the last of the rope
coils from the nets and onto the
And, as I discovered too late, it ville's) own personal frame of seems an inequality in the down the path of volcanic rock ing loaded.
carts. This continued for a brief
is probably not worth the enor- reference, though the demand is deeper analysis of the thing.
on his way to school, his mind
mous time that it takes to un- made in the guise of a scientific It is no wonder that Melville's was overflowing with the When the gangway to one of period until, suddenly, Tam heard
wind it. The story, and the alleg- and • or historical explanation of "sonorous" style has been com- thoughts of this new and intrigu- the large ships was left unguard- the voices of the men fade away.
ory, seem to me to be prolonged a phenomenon which he feels ne- pared to that of Caroline and Ja ing land. Even after the tiny ed momentarily, Tam scurried up A great metallick clang resoundand involved beyond any hope of cessary to his story. The read- cobean writers. Longer and more school had been dismissed, he the planks toward the gaping hole ed and all was quiet. Shocked
in the side of the ship. As he with the sudden stillness, Tam
real justification to the present- er's frame of reference appears involved phrasing would be diffi- toyed with his thoughts.
against the binding
stepped
stealthily up to the open- strained
to
be
suspect.
And
yet,
because
day reader.
cult to find in the sermons of On his way home, as he round- ing, he read the name "Shokaku" ropes trying to pick up some rethe whale, as Melville admits, is Jeremy Taylor.
ed the bend from where he could stenciled neatly on the bulkhead. assuring sound. As he pressed his
As a measure of the book's ex- something of the elephant of the
In addition to the frequent ob- see his family's ancient home, he Unknown to Tam, this craft was diminutive ear close to the foulcellence, it is often remarked, in- sea, I felt a tendency to equate
scurity of his syntax, or, perhaps,
of smelling bands of rope, he could
explicably, that it not only pre- Moby Dick with a white elephant, contributing to it, are the pom- noticed a large group of fisher- the largest aircraft carrier
hear the sailors slowly trudging
sents an inspiring allegorical les- which did little for the narrative pous ink-horn terms of the per- men in the yard of his home. As Japan's Imperial Fleet.
away to their various other duties
son for all men — Ahab's mono- and less for the allegory. Between iod in which he wrote. To wit: he drew closer, Tam heard the
mournful cry of the death song As he stood hypnotized by the aboard ship. At last he was alone,
maniac attempt to revenge him- Ahab's monomania,
and the
(the whale) is chased over the which was a tradition in his vil- yawning entrance to the ship, a safe, and securely hidden, surself on nature, or fate, or evil in whale's relative lack of aggres- watery moors, and slaughtered
lage. Jumbled thoughts raced sailor, who had left his post at the rounded by his only companions
the form of the white whale; but siveness, my sympathies
were in the valleys of the deep.
wildly through his head as he foot of the gangplank, returned for the entire voyage; the miles
that it also gives a detailed pic- distinctly with the whale.
I am transported with the reand ran up to him breathlessly.
ture of the operations of the Am- It is chiefly, however, to the flection that I myself belong, broke into a run toward the Without muttering a single word, of rope.
crowd. Before he could reach
erican whaling fleet in the first matter of characterization that though but subordinately, to so
them, an elderly old gentleman, the large seaman scooped Tam It was near dusk when the last
half of the nineteenth century. It Melville errs. The narrator, Ish- emblazoned a fraternity.
his face wrinkled by many years up in his sinewy arms and swag- of the fleet was loaded and the
would be equally reasonable to mael, as far as I can tell, for his The days in summer are as under the merciless rays of the gered back down to the dock. As weary stevedores made their way
say that an allegorical story of personality never does become freshets of effulgences.
sun, put out his arm and held he stepped from the swaying homeward. In his rope locker
love in the Dakota mining camps very clear, runs the gamut from Pomposity of phrase is particu- Tam back, despite the boy's gangway to the heavy beams com- hideaway, Tam heard the hustle
was excellent because the author imbecilic naivete to profound larly stifling in the humorous pas- pleas. "Tamuro," said the old posing the dock surface, he plac- and bustle as the crew hauled in
had incorporated in his plot the worldly wisdom. Ahab, perhaps sages. Fortunately these are few man, "you must bear the news ed Tam on a large crate and said, the heavy mooring lines and the
semi-annual report of the U.
as a counterpoise to the protean — though not few enough.
like a true son of Japan. There Sit here if you must, but don't small, powerful tugs jockeyed his
Gypsum Company. Melville does qualities of his fellow character, But if Melville is often guilty of was a riot of a political nature in go any closer.'
ship out into the current.
syntactically the village this morning, and
not have the knack of making his is a veritable monolith to revenge stilted and - or
digressions, moral or documen that has been dumped on the puzzling passages, he also often your parents lost their lives. A Tam was defeated for the pres- The effects of his long trek
tary, pertinent to his narrative quarterdeck of the Pequod. But presents images which are quite large fight broke out, they were ent. When the sailor returned to combined finally with the age old
(except that his early accounts within the rather confining lim- sensitive and poetic. The dialogue caught in the midst of the melee, his station near the ship, Tam demon of weariness, and togethof the method of capturing whales its of his paranoia there is a cer- between Ahab and Starbuck on and before we could reach them, looked frantically about for a er they exerted their full presdoes prepare the reader for the tain degree of development. Cer- the day before Moby Dick is they died." Tarn's mind and body means of getting on board the sure on the small boy. Tamuro
curled up on the piles of rope
chase of Moby Dick in the clos- tainly he is the strongest charac- sighted is an example:
became numb at hearing the sto- ship and fulfilling his ultimate and in no time at all was asleep.
ing pages). Nor does he have the ter, but then, since he is carry- But it is a mild, mild wind, ry of how his parents had died.
lack of pomposity necessary to ing a six-hundred page book on and a mild-looking sky; and the The old man was still speaking, Farther down the dock, to his His first night at sea.
make an artful openness palata- his back he has got to be strong. air smells now, as if it blew but Tam could not hear. His right, he saw a small group of The sounds of engines coughmeadow; heart was heavy with grief; far men loading cargo nets with supble, as such did the earlier Eng- Melville seems to perform best from a far-away
ing and turning over above decks
lish novelists, as Henry Melding when sustained characterization is they have been making hay too much grief for a young lad to plies for the steel monster tied brought Tam out of his restless
somewhere
under
the
slopes
of
and Laurence Sterne. Melville not necessary, and-many of the
to the dock. As a net was filled, sleep very early the following
withstand. He cried.
does, however, have the knack of minor characters leave a clearer the Andes, Starbuck, and the
a huge winch clanked and groaned morning. The skilled crews,
Since
he
was
the
last
member
and the net was lifted slowly to
making his digressions so inter- and sharper image than the prin- mowers are sleeping among the
of his family and had no living the lofty deck, where it disap- somewhere above him, were tunesting enough in themselves for ciple ones. Poor mad Pip, the new-mown hay.
paid just for playing, or that they peared into the ship's cavernous ing and adjusting the powerful
the reader to develop a strong Carpenter, Captain Peleg, Captain There are others:
engines of the many planes squatplayed
many times in a month, interior.
...
top-heavy
was
the
snip
as
tendency to lose interest in the Bildad, and Father Mapple are
ing
grotesquely on the hanger
or
that
they
supported
themstory. In short, it seems to me like a hot pan which, though a dinnerless student with all selves and their families on what One of the nets was being fill- deck. Tam imagined the roar of
Aristotle
in
his
head.
that a balance of interest is not quickly set down, is remembered
... we rust among greeness; they were paid for playing. ed repeatedly with large coils of the engines sounded like the roar
maintained. That when the moral longer than the tepid serving bowl
rope used to moor the vessel when of the crowds who, someday,
as last year's scythes flung "What a life," he said aloud.
issue supercedes the documentary that sits all evening on the dinit was to port or at anchor. The would be yelling for him to a ball
down, and left in the half-cut
theme, or vice versa, it is at the ner table.
Almost instantly, Tarn's love of coils were an excellent place to park in America.
swaths.
expense of both for as Melville Beyond the inconsistent charac- Except when the convolutions of baseball swelled to great heights.
has presented them, the motifs terization, the jarring deviations his syntax defeat him, Melville's So much so, that it was no longer
are antagonistic rather than com- from the tale, and the intermina- writing is strongest to his des- only an interest; it was a goal. A Short History
plimentary. One displaces the oth- ble moral remarks of this moral criptive passages, as the quota- Somewhat unknowingly, he decid- Of The Beginning
ed to become a professional baseer as a bowling ball displaces a book; Melville's knack for phrase, tions above indicate.
Without
ball
player.
ten-pin.
Of Second Eternity
if such it may be called, is a suggesting that these passages
Melville is constantly explaining constant source of amazement and Justify the, arid stretches of nar- While he was thinking, he sud- The drone of a plane pierced
things to his reader. A circum- consternation. Passages like the ration and moral preachment, it denly realized that the young the rarefied atmosphere at 50,000
stance which is generally painful following dot the narrative like may be said that few American man was still talking with his fa- feet as the countdown began.
writers have ever presented more ther. He turned his chubby face
and insulting, it is particularly ir- beartraps on a bridle path.
Nor, at the time, had it fail- vivid word pictures of the sea. toward them and hung on every Ninety-five seconds later the latritating here because Melville
Overall
Melville's
literary word like a young falcon ap- est product of man's destructive
presents his explanations with the ed to enter his monomaniac
imagination fell away into- space.
one-sided assurance of a New mind, that all the anguish of transgressions seem to be sins of proaching his first kill. He learn- Fifty-seven seconds of crashing
England theocrat propounding the that then present suffering was commission rather than omission ed even more.
stillness followed, as the vedoctrine of original sin. For in- but the direct issue of a for- — if that is an extenuation. He As the conversation rolled hicle of destruction plummeted to
stance, as a justification of the mer wee; and he too plainly has written a good adventure quickly along, he learned that earth. Then, Ninety-seven seccolor of the whale — having con- seemed to see, that as the most story, but he has taken too long the ballplayers were paid very onds of the loudest and most
strued an evilness to the beast poisonous reptile of the marsh to get to his point — more time highly, and that the Americans horrible sound ever produced on
which must be consistently adher- perpetuates his kind as inevita- than can be justified as artistic were receiving much more for earth. There followed then, four
bly as the sweetest songster of preparation for the climax of the
ed to, even to this minute detail
playing than were the Japanese hours, six minutes and twentythe grove; so, equally with ev— Melville sets out to prove by ery fecility, all miserable events last hundred pages. Or: he has teams. The stranger related to seven seconds of the sound of an
written a documentary on the
historical precedent and scientific do naturally beget their like. American whaling industry which Tam and his father that the Am- airplane searching for a place,
analysis that white may often be Yea, more than equally thought is encumbered with an abundance erican players were given higher anyplace free of the deadly gas
associated with the emotion of Ahab; since both the ancestry of allegorical lumber which does salaries and more time off be- that swirled and eddied where the
terror and the boding of ill. and posterity of Grief go furth- nothing for the facts with which tween games. Also, that they friendly winds had once blown.
Ghosts, he says, are white. White er than the ancestry and pos- he deals. The book becomes at could buy things in America that Then, at last, the crunching,
is often the color associated with terity of Joy. For, not to hint of last a kind of literary supermar were hard to get elsewhere and grinding sound of metal meeting
blackened earth.
objects and beings of supernatur- this: that it is an inference ket where a little of everything, for a lot less money.
al agency. Ergo: the color of the from certain canonic teachings, except totality of effect, can be Tarn's gaze wandered, keeping Silence. Thus began the secwhale is consistent with its evil that while some natural enjoy* obtained.
pace -with his attention, and he ond eternity.

Literary Book Review-Moby Dick

Until now,
Tam hadn't
thought about eating but as he
tried to stand up, he felt the
pangs of hunger nibbling at his
insides. Desperately, he scoured
the large locker in search of
some scrap of food to ease the
incessant pain in his stomach.
He ran frantically about stooping, stretching, and peering, but
not a morsel was to be found.
With his heart in his throat, he
decided that he would have to
leave his gloomy domain and
search for food.
The little lad crept up to the
steel door, pressed his ear to
it, listened carefully for a moment, swung all of his weight hard
against the cold panel and tumbled awkwardly out into the adjoining corridor. Regaining his
footing, he wandered down the
empty passageway, expecting at
any moment to run into some
harsh sailor who would make his
presence known to the others on
the carrier. Surprisingly enough,
he met nothing
but miles
of smooth, grey walls, broken here and there only by assorted hatches and doorways. Turning one corner, he stopped abruptly and stared. He had walked
headlong into the ship's galley
which, at the moment, was unoccupied. He tiptoed quietly
along the walkway between the
reflective surfaces of the stainless steel panels comprising the
many stoves, sinkks, dish-washers and the like that served the
entire crew of the vessel. At one
counter, he noticed a huge, jumbled mass of dishes, cups* and
silverware waiting to be washed.
His little hands raced wildly over
the china surfaces, grasping every crumb and scrap of food his
chubby little fingers confronted.
With the food clutched tightly to
his body, he whirled about and
scampered successfully away,
remembering each corner he had
taken. In a matter of minutes,
he was snugly at home to his
haven of rope.
Around noon, Tam heard voices
outside the wall of the locker.
Quickly, he scrambled back
down into the coils of rope. He
was just in time. No sooner had
he reached the ropes the hatch
banged open and four sailors entered. They closed the hatch and
squatted in a corner on some of
the loose ropes. By listening to
their voices, Tam guessed that
the men were playing "Shogi",
or possible "Go", two traditional
Japanese games. The men played for nearly two hours while
Tam lay cramped on the floor
of his rope-walled home. Then,
with no warning, the sailors left.
Tam was alone once more. He did
benefit from the visit however,
since the men had left remnants
of their noonday meal scattered
about the room. He found the
Tidbits and stashed them away
with the rest of his meager supPly.
Tom's life aboard ship for the
next ten or eleven days was
spent sleeping, stealing food, (at
which he had become quite skilled) listening at the many unusual sounds of a ship at sea, and
wondering how much longer it
would be before they would dock
in America.

him immensely. His fear mingled spasmodically with youthful
curiosity as he continued to listen to the many noises. He had
to see; he just had to. But should
he leave the security of his hideaway? At long last, his curiosity bolstered his courage, and
defeated his fright. With a great
deal of caution, he made his way
successfully to the top deck.
There before his eyes sat, what
seemed to him, hundreds of
planes, all with their air-cooled
engines rumbling noisily. Unnoticed by the unusually- jubilant
crew, who had all gathered at
the far end of the long, flat
deck, Tam had a grandstand seat
for the forthcoming show.
With a loud roar and lurch, the
first aircraft bolted from its forward position and was airborne to a matter of seconds.
The lead plane was followed hy
her sleek sisters until, at last,
the deck was empty. To the portside of his position, as well as
to the starboard, Tam could see
the other ships of the fleet, all
rising and falling dramatically in
the heavy sea. Tamuro was
very much amazed at this awesome sight, and also, even more
confused. Why were the planes
leaving? Why was the major part
of the crew assembled on deck,
cheering and waving to the pilots as they were launched from
the pitching deck?
Just at that moment, two men,
members of one of the flight
crews, passed the spot where
Tam was hidden. He heard a
small portion of their conversation as they snouted against the
salt-spray and wind. He heard
the men saying something about
a place called Pearl Harbor, but
not being familiar with the name,
he pushed it out of his thoughts.
As he lay hidden on the expansive deck, his thoughts turned onoe again to America, to
baseball, and to his future. His
troubled thoughts were in vain,
Little did he know that he had
seen a small part of the disastrous whole which was to change
the lives of everyone from that
day forward.

AN ACT
(Continued from Page 2-B)
can create until our heart's content. Be it pure artistic accomplishment or a combination of artistic and technical feeling that
may produce a Golden Gate
Bridge, the creating shapes a contribution to the store that must
be residuary for our heirs.
Every Clemson man, upon deliberation, will realize that he
must exist creatively and artistically from the time that, as a
baby, he reaches for his first colored building block, until he composes his will on the deathbed
following a life of harrying a
dream, and that he then must
fade into the mist to join the ones
that passed his way before. . .
never knowing why.

m
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THE

(Continued from Page 2-B)
On the twelfth day, around common criminal, kidnapped in
dusk, he heard some of the crew- broad daylight on the streets of
men talking in the corridor out- America, our land of freedom.
side his locker. He could not make It is said that he received the
out everything that was said, but bullet in his stout heart while
he heard phrases about Amer- standing at attention on the camica and about the future of the pus green with his eyes closed,
Japanese people. "We're almost head and tail elevated until they
there," he decided. Then, after met, and a strangely tolerant
eating a portion of his stolen smile curling his lips while the
scraps, he fell once more into a shreds of leather hanging there
fitful sleep. He saw his mothers stirred in the breeze.
face dashing weirdly through
curling mists, heard his father's Don was a broken man thereafharsh words in reference to ter, and I myself have never fulAmerica, and saw a baseball ly recovered. Don lied about his
park in America. All of the vis- age and joined the navy soon afsions became mingled and twist- ter that fateful day, never to be
seen or heard of again. And me?
ed as the dream ended.
Well, I have long since left the
With the eoming of dawn, the home town, married and settled
thirteenth day greeted Tam with down. Yet, still upon occasion and
a rude awakening. The groan of late at night, I see in my dreams
heavy winches, the clatter of men a slender form bunny-hopping
running about, the reviving of down a sunny Florida street; its
airplane engines, and the long toes flashing, eyes closed, head
and short blasts on the ship's and tail raised, and an insolent,
whistle, all combined to frighten silly grin dancing on its lips.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

Clemson Pershing Rifles
Seize Drill Meet Trophy
Clemson College won the 4th
Regimental Pershing Rifle Drill
Meet held in Atlanta on May 7.
Clemson, who has won the meet
for the last three years, easily
repeated its success by taking
first place in five out of the nine
events.
In competition were 13 units
from five states in this region.
The states represented were Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama.
University of Georgia and Georgia Tech supplied the chief threat
to the Clemson win.

ed ROTC students. Jay Adams,
a Clemson textile science major
from Spartanburg took first
place, and Marvin Moore, a
vocational agricultural educational major from Hemingway,
took first place in the second
event, a drill quiz for basic
ROTC students.

Friday, May 13, 1960

Senior Council Elects New Officers

individual drill competition for basic ROTC students; and Jim Thomas, a ceramic engineering major from Greenville placed third in
the individual drill competition for
advanced ROTC students.
Clemson's squad led by Douglas Wilson placed second in the
22-5 squad drill, while Clemson's platoon led by James Thomas captured first place in the
22-5 drill for the platoon event.
Thomas again led the platoon
in the fancy platoon competition
and easily won first place.

The above quizzes were composed of two parts, the first section, comprising 40 percent of the
quiz, was on general knowledge of
current events, and the remainder of the quiz was on military Clemson's two man team of
knowledge.
Charlie Hagood, a textile science
major from Easley, and Russ HeDouglas Wilson, an electrical bert, an electrical engineering
The first of the events was a engineering major from Kings major from Port Wentworth, Ga.
regimental drill quiz for advanc- Mountain, N. C, placed second in took third place in the rifle match.

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
Easley, South Carolina
Always Glad To See Old Friends
. . . and Meet New Ones
5:30-9:00 P. M. — SATURDAY & SUNDAY
(All Time)
Buffet

On

The trophy went to the unit with
the highest overall score. This trophy returned with the Clemson
unit and can be seen on display
in the McGinney House.
Next year's Senior Council recently elected officers for the coming year... They are (left to
Jim Thomas stated that he hop- right) Bert Wood, vice chairman, Carroll Dantzler, secretary and Malcom McTeer, chair,
ed all those rising sophomores int- man. These three men will lead next year's council, Clemson judiciary branch. The new
erested would try out next week. Senior Council will assume their duties this fall, when they return for the fall term. (Tiger
In fact he urged all the above to
Photo by Alex McCormack)
come out and practice.

-PAINT-

Sunday

Odell Weeks Named President
Of CSRA For Next Semester

Best Grade and The Cheapest
Paint Brushes and Rollers

JUDGE KELLER

VISIT OUR
SODA FOUNTAIN
Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
Coffee
Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals
Prescriptions - Our Specialty
Registered Pharmacist On
Duty at All Times

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.
OL 4-5172

Phone 4-2661

C.S.R.A. elected new officers for
the coming year at its meeting
Monday night. A new constitution was also adopted.
New officers are: Odell Weeks,
Industrial management major
from Aiken, president; Julian
Langston civil engineering major
from North Augusta, vice-president; Bobby Dansby, chemical enginering major from North Augusta, secretary; Adrian Thomas,
agricultural engineering major
from Johnston, treasurer.
Also: Pete McElmurray, animal husbandry major from North
Augusta, sgt-at-arms; Jack Phillips, electrical engineering major
from North Augusta, ticket chairman; Butch Stapelton, industrial
management major from Augusta, publicity chairman; Allen Sale,
industrial management major
from North Augusta, decorations;
Ed Beattie, industrial management major from Augusta, membership chairman; and Newton
Manly,
electrical engineering
major from North Augusta, project chairman.
C.S.R.A. has been an active
organization at Clemson for the
past several years and is hoping to become a chartered club
at Clemson. It's primary function
is to increase the social activities for the students at Clemson
from the greater Augusta area.
Last year the club operated on

COLLEGE MEN-

a budget of over $1500 and expects
to increase this budget and other
social functions in the coming
years. As a final event this year
the club is planning a party for
all its members.

BROTHERHOOD
(Continued from Page 1)
was chosen to act as treasurer
of the fund drive.
In accepting the position as
treasurer Mrs. Barnett said, "The
person who approached me listed
numerous qualifications, closing
with, 'and someone who loves
Clemson'. In accepting, my
answer was the only one applicable to me, 'love for Clemson',
and as for that I claim to stand
at the head of the class".
Commenting on her efforts in
the drive a daily newspaper said,
"Three Presbyterian women are
due no small praise for the noble
work that kept the 1926 plans .from
failing.
"Mrs. W. D. Barnett, Columbia,
treasurer of the fund, rescued the
movement from apparent failure
and worked heriocially to the
completion of the Synodical fund."

BYRNES
(Continued from Page 1)
Clemson officials plan to house
the Byrnes' papers in rooms to
be arranged as an office. Among
the furniture will be the desk,
chair and telephone stand used
by him during his tunure as Chief
Executive of South Carolina.
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Ag Engineers Take
Field Trip To Ga.
Eight student members of the
American Society of Agricultural
Engineering and two faculty advisors left Clemson Thursday afternoon on a field trip to Albany,
Georgia.
In Albany the group was shown
through the Southeastern Liquid
Fertilizer Company, Gravely Garden'Tractor Company, and Lilliston Implement Company.
On the return trip stops were
made at Norris Cattle Farm, Montezuma, Georgia, and Piedmont
Soil and Water Conservation Service Experiment Station in Watkinsville, Georgia. All of the tours
were of interest to the group because of the practical application
of agricultural engineering. The
group returned to Clemson Saturday night.

TRY OUR - - -

American and Italian Foods
Now Serving Regular Dinner Meals

CAPRI'S
Formerly La* Brasca's
Now Under New Management

On Campus
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

EUROPE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 2
Last week we discussed England, the first stop on the tour of
Europe that every American college student is going to make
this summer. Today we will discuss your next stop, France—or
the Pearl of the Pacific, as it is generally called.
To get from England to France, one greases one's body and
swims the English Channel. Similarly, to get from France to
Spain, one greases one's body and slides down the Pyrenees.
As you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a 'valise full of grease.
No, I am wrong. The most important single item to take to
Europe is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes. Oh, what a piece
of work is Marlboro! If you think flavor went out when filters
came in, treat yourself to a Marlboro. The filter works perfectly,
and yet you get the full, zestful, edifying taste of the choice
tobaccos that precede the filter. This remarkable feat of cigarette
engineering was achieved by Marlboro's research team—Fred
Softpack and Walter Fliptop—and I, for one, am grateful.

:
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j

Marshal Foch—or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionately called—was succeeded by Napoleon who introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon, the French were the
tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon, most Frenchmen were
able to walk comfortably under card tables. This later became
known as the Hunchback of Notre Dame.

j
:
j

Napoleon was finally exiled to Elba where he made the
famous statement, "Able was I ere I saw Elba," which reads
the same whether you spell it forwards or backwards. You can
also spell Marlboro backwards—Oroblram. Do not, however,
try to smoke Marlboro backwards because that undoes all the
efficacy of the great Marlboro filter.

* SALARY $98 PER WEEK
* 15 $1,000 SCHOLARSHIPS
Pleasant And Instructive Work And All Cars Furnished

P. F. Collins Company
18 Broad Street
Penthouse, Peoples' Building
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA

for the group is planned for Sat.,
May 21, at the Clemson House for
the installation of new officers.
The officers invite all new and
old club members to attend and
urge all married students on
the campus to participate in activities of the association.

First let us briefly sum up the history of France. The nation
was discovered in 1492 by Madame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Captain Dreyfus. Stability finally came to this
troubled land with the coronation of Marshal Foch, who
married Lorraine Alsace and had three children: Flopsy, Mopsy,
and Charlemagne. This later became known as the Petit Trianon.
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All married students, through
the Married Students Association,
would like to express their appreciation to the area merchants
who made a contribution to the
playground building fund in the
four student housing areas. When
work has been completed, the
facilities will be used by the children of these students.
The following merchants made
a contribution to the development
of the playgrounds: Dan's; Hoke
Sloan Clothing; Snoddy Jewelers; L. C. Martin Drug Co.; Harper's 5 & 10; Calhoun Esso Station; John's Esso Station; Crawford and Callaham Texaco Station; Winn-Dixie; and Lee's
Amoco Station.
Also, Clemson Service Station;
Turner's Gulf Station, Hopkins
Package Store; Martins Package
Store; Pendleton Motor Co.;
Clemson Drug Co.; Cartee Shell
Station; J. D. Smith Esso Fuel
Co.; La Brasca Spaghetti House;
Abbott's Men's Shop; and Martin's Grocery.
Also, Skelton's Gulf Station;
Clemson Theater and Hunter's
Launderette. Special recognition
is given to Dobson's Hardware
for their donation of a swing set
and to Taylor-Wyman Co. of Westminister for slides.
A "Hail and Farewell" Banquet

But I digress. We were speaking of France—or the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.

Limited number of applicants being accepted now for summer
employment—internationally known concern with branches in
[ all principle cities.
•

Appreciation Noted
For Playground Fund

After Napoleon's death the French people fell into a great
depression, known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a century everybody sat around moping and refusing his food. This
torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower, which
made everybody giggle so hard that today France is the gayest
country in all Europe.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk cafes and
shout' "Oo-la-la" as Maurice Chevalier promenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his Malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyone goes to the Louvre for bowls of onion soup.

The
refreshment
Under Appointment From

The principal industry of France is cashing travelers checks.
Well sir, I guess that's all you need to know about France.
Next week we'll visit the Land of the Midnight Sun—Spain.
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Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson-Greenwood

Next week, this week, every week, the best of the filter
cigarettes is Marlboro, the best of the non-filters is Philip
•Morris; both available in soft pack or flip-top box.

